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Abstract:

Using spectroscopy techniques of different degrees of resolution and sensitivity, the

investigation of the extreme properties of ultracold Rydberg atoms is pursued in this

thesis. Our experimental setup and its improvement with regard to highly sensitive

spectroscopy is introduced. By spectroscopic means we examine the susceptibil-

ity of Rydberg atoms to electric fields and identify the energy level structure of

these highly excited atoms. The experimental results are compared with theoretical

calculations. With highly sensitive spectroscopy methods we search for interaction-

induced molecular resonances at energies corresponding to the (n + 1)D + (n− 1)D

rubidium pair states. Systematic examinations could not reveal clear signatures

of such resonances. As a consequence of their high excitation, Rydberg atoms are

likely to autoionize, thereby triggering the evolution of an ultracold Rydberg gas

into an ultracold plasma. We discuss theoretical aspects and the first experimental

demonstration of this plasma formation in our experimental setup. On this basis

the question of possible anion formation in an ultracold plasma or fractionally ion-

ized gas is raised. Theoretical and experimental investigations exhibit that anion

formation does not occur in dilute ultracold gases.

Zusammenfassung: Unter Verwendung von Spektroskopietechniken unterschied-

licher Auflösung und Sensitivität wird in dieser Diplomarbeit der Untersuchung der

extremen Eigenschaften ultrakalter Rydberg-Atome nachgegangen. Dabei wird unser

Experiment, sowie dessen Verbesserung im Hinblick auf hochsensitive Spektrosko-

pie eingeführt. Mit spektroskopischen Mitteln untersuchen wir die Empfindlichkeit

von Rydberg-Atomen gegenüber elektrischen Feldern und identifizieren die Energie-

niveaustruktur dieser hoch angeregten Atome. Die experimentellen Resultate wer-

den mit theoretischen Rechnungen verglichen. Mit hochsensitiven Spektroskopie-

methoden suchen wir nach wechselwirkungsbedingten molekularen Resonanzen, die

den (n + 1)D + (n− 1)D-Paarzustandsenergien von Rubidium-Atomen zugeschrieben

werden können. Systematische Untersuchungen konnten jedoch keine klaren Signatu-

ren solcher Resonanzen erkennen lassen. Als Konsequenz ihrer hohen Anregung ioni-

sieren Rydberg-Atome leicht, was zu einer Umwandlung eines ultrakalten Rydberg-

Gases in ein ultrakaltes Plasma führen kann. Wir diskutieren theoretische Aspekte

und die erste Realisierung dieser Plasmabildung in unserem Experiment. Auf dieser

Basis wird die Frage einer eventuellen Anionenbildung in einem ultraklaten Plas-

ma oder in einem teilweise ionisierten Gas erörtert. Theoretische und experimentel-

le Untersuchungen zeigen, dass Anionenbildung in dünnen ultrakalten Gasen nicht

stattfindet.
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Introduction

Composed of only one electron and one proton, the hydrogen atom is one of the

simplest quantum mechanical systems, which has been in the focus of both exper-

imental and theoretical investigations. In 1885 Johann Balmer undertook the first

spectroscopy measurements on atomic hydrogen, which marked the birth of funda-

mental atomic physics. He realized that the wavenumbers of the four lines observed

in the visible part of the atomic hydrogen spectrum follow the simple expression

ν =
1

4b

(
1

4
− 1

n2

)

,

where n were integer numbers. Only four years later, Johannes Rydberg widened the

perspective to more complex atoms such as alkali atoms by publishing a pioneering

article with the title “Recherches sur la constitution des spectres d’émission des

éléments chimiques” in which he generalized Balmer’s formula to

ν = R

(
1

m2
− 1

n2

)

.

Adhering that m and n were still integer numbers he predicted the existence of many

lines that had not been observed at that time but were identified much later. These

spectral lines could be assigned to atomic states, and states corresponding to high

m or n later became known as Rydberg states. Therefore a great step towards our

modern understanding of atoms, made by Niels Bohr in 1913, was necessary. He

combined a variety of – at that time newly postulated – concepts such as Planck’s

quanta (1900), Einstein’s photons (1905), and Rutherford’s “nuclear” atom (1911)

to explain the observed atomic spectra. By unifying several fundamental constants

in R, he explained what is now known as the Rydberg constant Ry. It was Bohr

who gave Balmer’s and Rydberg’s integer numbers m and n the meaning of the

principal quantum number n and hence provided a solid fundament for the concept

of atomic excitation. In Rydberg physics this principal quantum number n is the

central quantity which gives access to a multiplicity of the exaggerated properties

by simple scaling laws, which will be introduced in Chapter 1.

1
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Once the Bohr theory was formulated it was apparent that Rydberg atoms should

have pronounced properties, however, they were not studied intensively until the

nineteen-seventies. This had two reasons: First, the most pressing shortcoming in

the first half of the last century were not the properties of atoms near the series limit,

but the quantum theory itself, which was still in its infancy. Second, there was no

simple means of producing Rydberg atoms efficiently enough to study them in de-

tail as it is possible in present days. The single event, which probably contributed

most to the resurgence of Rydberg atoms was the development of the tunable dye

laser [Sorokin and Lankard, 1966; F. P. Schäfer, 1966]. With tunable dye lasers it

became for the first time possible to excite large numbers of Rydberg atoms in a

single, well defined state. This had a major impact on spectroscopy, which sup-

ported the applicability of Rydberg atoms as a testing ground for several quantum

mechanical problems.

A second boost, not only for Rydberg physics but for atomic physics in general,

was marked by the advent of laser cooling techniques in the late nineteen-eighties,

which led to the creation of ultracold quantum gases [Chu et al., 2002]. This tech-

nology initiated a flurry of research activities where the pace of fundamental discov-

eries shows no signs of diminishing. Microkelvin samples of dilute magneto-optically

trapped atom clouds were generated and used for spectroscopic precision measure-

ments and studies of ultracold collisions. Nanokelvin temperatures were necessary

to explore quantum-degenerate gases, such as Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs)

first realized in 1995 [Anderson et al., 1995; Davis et al., 1995]. As almost all ther-

mal energy is removed from the atomic sample, the dynamics are entirely defined by

external potentials, as well as the interaction between atoms. The tailoring of poten-

tials and the tuning of interactions yielded a number of seminal observations, with

examples ranging from quantum phase transitions [Greiner et al., 2002; Zwierlein

et al., 2005; Chin et al., 2006] to coherent coupling between atomic and molecular

states [Donley et al., 2002; Syassen et al., 2007].

In most experiments involving ultracold atoms or molecules, the goal is to reach

the lowest possible energy state, with respect to both translational and internal

degrees of freedom. In this respect ultracold Rydberg gases exhibit an interesting

contrast: They are systems that are translationally cold, but comprise enormous

internal energy.

The field of ultracold Rydberg gases was born a decade ago with two experi-

ments on resonant energy transfer [Anderson et al., 1998; Mourachko et al., 1998].

By spectroscopically analyzing line shapes of energy transfer resonances it was re-

vealed that the dynamics of excitation exchange processes requires the system to
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be described in terms of multi-particle states. Since Rydberg atoms are neutral but

exhibit long-range interactions, which can be tuned both in strength and charac-

ter [Reetz-Lamour et al., 2006], they constitute an ideal system for studying “quan-

tum computing”, which relies on the formation of entangled manybody quantum

systems. Neutral atoms show a much longer coherence time than e.g. trapped

ions, and thus provide more stable qubits. However, it still remains a challenge

to implement fast quantum gates for neutral atoms. [Lukin et al., 2001] proposed

an excitation scheme which realizes a fast quantum gate via long-range Rydberg–

Rydberg interaction. The same long-range interactions also led to the prediction of

ultralong-range Rydberg dimers with equilibrium distances of many thousands of

Bohr radii [Greene et al., 2000; Hamilton et al., 2002; Boisseau et al., 2002]. Shortly

thereafter first signatures in from of spectroscopic resonances were found [Farooqi

et al., 2003] and explained theoretically [Stanojevic et al., 2006; Stanojevic et al.,

2008]. Very recently Rydberg excitation of Bose-Einstein condensed 87Rb atoms was

achieved [Heidemann et al., 2008], where evidence for coherent collective Rydberg

excitation in the strong blockade regime [Heidemann et al., 2007] was found.

Our group at Freiburg University was able to contribute to the understanding of

these strongly interacting quantum gases. First signatures of these strong interac-

tions were observed in a suppression of excitation [Singer et al., 2004] (together with

[Tong et al., 2004; Liebisch et al., 2005]). Later experiments focused on coherence

effects of both the Rydberg excitation itself [Deiglmayr et al., 2006; Reetz-Lamour

et al., 2007] and of resonant energy transfer [Westermann et al., 2006; Mülken et al.,

2007]. Recently, the conversion of interaction energy to atomic motion was studied,

which inherently leads to Rydberg–Rydberg collisions and thus to the ionization of

a Rydberg gas [Amthor et al., 2007a; Amthor et al., 2007b].

In the following six Chapters of this thesis the continuation of research dedicated

to the strong interactions of ultracold Rydberg atoms is described. We will start

with recapitulating the most important features of alkali Rydberg atoms and the pe-

culiarities which arise from their excitation out of a magneto-optically trapped atom

cloud. Our experimental setup to create rubidium Rydberg atoms is introduced in

Chapter 2. As the research presented in this thesis is focusing on high-resolution

spectroscopy we have to rely on narrow bandwidth excitation lasers. Section 2.2

reports on the construction of a continuous wave diode laser, whose performance

is debuted in Chapter 3, where the acquisition of GHz-spanning Rydberg spectra

is described. These spectra reveal the energy level structure of high-lying Rydberg

states, which will be compared with theoretical energy level calculations of both

rubidium and hydrogen, its similar but simpler counterpart. The large polarizabil-
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ity of Rydberg atoms allows to shift the atomic energy levels by making use of

the pronounced Stark effect. This can also be visualized spectroscopically, which

is done in Section 3.1. In Chapter 4 we will leave the spectroscopic investigations

for a short while to widen the perspective to other extreme phenomena occurring

in ultracold Rydberg gases. Ionization processes which trigger the evolution of ul-

tracold Rydberg gases into ultracold plasmas will be studied in Section 4.1. These

measurements will then serve as a starting point for the investigation of an exotic

phenomenon that might occur in ultracold Rydberg gases, namely the formation of

anions. This will capture the second half of Chapter 4. After this excursus we will

come back to spectroscopy techniques again in Chapter 5, by which we search for

interaction-induced molecular resonances in Section 5.3, which are postulated to ap-

pear as faint signatures red-detuned from the atomic resonances. Consequently Sec-

tion 5.2 will deal with the adjustment of our setup to high-resolution spectroscopy.

Another intensively discussed consequence of long-range interactions, which can also

be investigated spectroscopically, is the inhibition of excitation. Evidence therefor is

given in Section 5.4. Finally, the thesis will be concluded with an outlook on future

experiments which illustrate the prospects provided by Rydberg systems.



Chapter 1

Ultracold Rydberg gases

Rydberg atoms, with their rich internal structure, have been in the focus of atomic

physics for more than a century. In the last decade the physics of Rydberg gases

was combined with laser cooling techniques which allowed the investigation of frozen

systems with controllable, strong interactions and negligible thermal motion. This

chapter describes the ingredients of ultracold Rydberg physics. It will start with an

overview of the most important properties of alkali Rydberg atoms in Section 1.1.

The extension of Rydberg gases to laser cooling techniques as well as the newly

emerging phenomena will be discussed in Section 1.2.

1.1 Alkali Rydberg atoms

Atoms with highly excited states are already known since the 19th century. In

1885 Johann Jakob Balmer discovered converging line series in an atomic hydrogen

spectrum which are now known as Balmer Series [Balmer, 1885]. Later Johannes

Rydberg, generalized Balmer’s discovery to all levels of all alkali atoms by giving

the following formula for the wavenumbers of the observed series

νnℓ = ν∞ℓ −
Ry

(n − δℓ)
2 . (1.1)

Here ν∞ℓ is the series limit with ℓ = 0 (termed S), ℓ = 1 (termed P), or ℓ = 2 (termed

D). For historical reasons S is denoting ”sharp”, P is denoting ”principal”, and D is

denoting ”diffuse”. Ry became known as the Rydberg constant, n is the principal

quantum number and δℓ stands for the quantum defect. These highly excited states

are today known as Rydberg states. It was a phenomenological interpretation by

Niels Bohr [Bohr, 1913] which gave the principal quantum number n and the angular

5
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Quantity n dependence 87Rb @ 60D

Binding energy n−2 3.96 meV

Ionizing field n−4 ∼44 V/cm

Energy spacing n−3 33.5 GHz

Orbital radius n2 5156 a0

Dipole moment 〈nD |er| nF 〉 n2 138.3 ea0

Radiative lifetime n3 215µs

Polarizability n7 191 MHz / (V/cm)2

Table 1.1: Selected properties of Rydberg atoms and their principal dependence

on n. Adapted from [Gallagher, 1994]. For alkali atoms the principal quantum

number n must be replaced by n
⋆ = n − δℓ. a0 denotes the Bohr radius of the

Hydrogen ground state. Values for 87Rb are taken from [Singer et al., 2004].

momentum ℓ a physical meaning. In the same pivotal tract he linked the Rydberg

constant to fundamental constants as

Ry =
Z2e4me

2(4πǫ0~)2
, (1.2)

where Z is the nucleus charge in units of e, e is the electron charge, me is the electron

mass, ǫ0 is the vacuum permittivity, and ~ is the Planck constant. Although replaced

by modern quantum mechanics, the Bohr model still gives quick access to the scalings

of many characteristic parameters like electron binding energies, orbital radii or

radiative lifetimes. Some of theses scalings and exemplary quantitative results for

the 60D state of 87Rb are listed in Table 1.1. The fact that many properties scale

with high powers of n accounts for the extreme features of Rydberg atoms, the large

spatial dimensions, and the long timescales which otherwise are rather unusual in

atomic physics.

Alkali Rydberg atoms, i.e. alkali atoms with their single valence electron in a

highly excited state, mirror many of the properties of hydrogen and allow for a pre-

cise theoretical description. Their main difference to hydrogen (see also Section 3.1)

is that the core of alkali atoms is not a single proton, but a highly charged atomic

nucleus, screened by all but one electron. Since an electron in a low angular mo-

mentum state can penetrate this “enlarged core” it is exposed to the perturbation of

this highly charged core, which results in a slightly stronger binding energy. Con-

trary high angular momentum states do not show this enhanced binding energy,

because they are hindered to penetrate the core due the a much higher centrifugal

barrier [Bransden and Joachain, 2003]. This small angular momentum dependent
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State nmin δ0 δ2 δ4 δ6 δ8

S1/2 14 3.1311804(10) 0.1784(6) -1.8 – –

P1/2 11 2.6548849(10) 0.2900(6) -7.9040 116.4373 -405.907

P3/2 13 2.6416737(10) 0.2950(7) -0.97495 14.6001 -44.7265

D3/2 4 1.34809171(40) -0.60286(26) -1.50517 -2.4206 19.736

D5/2 4 1.34646572(30) -0.59600(18) -1.50517 -2.4206 19.736

F 4 0.016312 -0.064007 -0.36005 3.2390 –

Table 1.2: Parameters for the calculation of the quantum defect of 87Rb by Eq. 1.3.

Values are taken from [Lorenzen and Niemax, 1983] and [Li et al., 2003]. nmin

denotes the lowest quantum number for which experimental and fitted values agree.

energy shift is accounted for by the so-called quantum defect which is most accu-

rately calculated with the empiric Rydberg-Ritz formula

δn,ℓ,j = δ0 +
δ2

(n − δ0)2
+

δ4
(n − δ0)4

+
δ6

(n − δ0)6
+

δ8
(n − δ0)8

. (1.3)

The quantum defect parameters applicable to 87Rb are given in Table 1.2. There

we see that angular momentum states (ℓ ≥ 3) have no quantum defect which is why

they are named “hydrogen-like” states.

Eq. 1.3 can be inserted to calculate the energy of rubidium Rydberg levels which

is given by

En,ℓ,j = ERb
i − RyRb

(n − δn,ℓ,j)2
. (1.4)

The Rydberg constant for 87Rb is RyRb = 109736.605 cm−1 and its ionization energy

amounts to ERb
i = 33690.798(2) cm−1 [Lorenzen and Niemax, 1983]. The latter is

measured from the center of gravity of the hyperfine-splitted ground state. In Fig. 1.1

the rubidium energy levels are compared to the one of hydrogen. One clearly sees

the mentioned lift of degeneracy for the lower angular momentum states, whereas

the higher angular momentum states are nearly degenerate with the hydrogen levels.

This enriches the physics of alkali Rydberg states and is often used dependent on the

experimental requirements. If one for instance needs well separated energy levels one

addresses low angular momentum states, if otherwise a reservoir of states is desired

one involves high angular momentum states [Reetz-Lamour et al., 2007] (see also

Fig. 6.2 on page 91).

Armed with the quantum defect theory one is furthermore able to numerically

calculate the electronic wavefunctions of alkali Rydberg atoms, which allows for the

derivation of numerous other quantities such as dipole moments, transition matrix
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Figure 1.1: Energy levels of rubidium and hydrogen. The principle quantum

number n is placed below the lines. Values are calculated with (1.4), when applicable,

or taken from [NIST, 2005], otherwise.

elements, or Stark shifts. Following the calculation of hydrogenic wavefunctions one

starts with the time independent Schrödinger equation for the electron in atomic

unitsi (

− ∇2

2m∗
− Z

r

)

ψ = Eψ . (1.5)

Here E is the energy of state ψ, r denotes the distance between core and electron,

and m∗ is the reduced mass of core and electron, which vindicates the use of the

one-body Schrödinger equation. Assuming an (effective) central core potential, the

eigenfunction of Eq. (1.5) may be separated in spherical coordinates

ψ =
1

r
Unℓ(r)Yℓm(θ, ϕ) . (1.6)

With the well-known spherical harmonics Yℓm, Eq. (1.5) reduces to

(

− 1

2m∗

d2

dr2
− Z

r
+
ℓ(ℓ+ 1)

2r2m∗

)

Unℓ(r) = EUnℓ(r) . (1.7)

iAtomic units are defined in such a way that all relevant parameters of the ground state of

hydrogen have magnitude 1, i.e. me = e = ~ = 4πǫ0 = 1. In this set of units, a0 is the unit of

length, me is the unit of mass, e is the unit of charge, and ~ is the unit of angular momentum.
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In the case of hydrogen the eigenenergies are E = −1/(2n)2 and Eq. (1.7) has ana-

lytical solutions that can be expressed in terms of associated Laguerre polynomials

[Sakurai, 1994]. For alkali atoms however the energy levels can be represented by

E = −1/(n − δnℓj)
2. The radial wavefunction Unℓj(r) is evaluated by integrating

Eq. (1.7) from the classically forbidden range of large core–electron distances r to

0 with the Numerov method [Blatt, 1967]. For numerical reasons the use of scaled

coordinates is favorable [Bhatti et al., 1981; Singer, 2004]. Moreover one can ac-

count for core polarization and penetration effects by replacing Z/r in Eq. (1.7)

with more sophisticated model potentials [Marinescu et al., 1994] which allow to

extend the evaluation of wavefunctions down to the ground state. Further details

and calculations can be found in [Deiglmayr, 2006; Reetz-Lamour, 2006].

The knowledge of the electronic wavefunctions |nℓjmj〉 allows for the calculation

of dipole moments. For example these calculated radial dipole matrix elements can

be utilized to determine the radial dipole matrix elements between the intermediate
∣
∣5P3/2

〉
state of 87Rb and the Rydberg states µrad =

〈
5P3/2

∣
∣ er

∣
∣ n ℓ

〉
. For n ≥ 30

the matrix elements scale as µrad ∝ n⋆−3/2. It has to be pointed out that the radial

dipole matrix element for the transition from the intermediate state into the Rydberg

state is typically a factor 100 smaller than the matrix element for the transition from

the ground state into the intermediate stateii . These circumstances as well as the

decreasing transition strength have consequences for the preparation of Rydberg

gases. This fact will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.

The dipole matrix elements allow the determination of Stark shifts by diagonal-

izing the Hamiltonian [Zimmerman et al., 1979]

H = H0 + Eµ0 . (1.8)

Here H0 denotes the eigenenergies of the zero-field Rydberg states, and E denotes

the electric field with the quantization axis being parallel to the field vector and

µ0 labels the electric dipole moment along the quantization axis (e.g. µ0 = ez).

The pronounced Stark shifts of Rydberg atoms will be rendered more precisely

in Chapter 3.1 where an example for calculated and measured Stark shifts in the

vicinity of the 87D state will be given.

1.2 Rydberg atoms at microkelvin temperatures

With the advances in laser cooling and trapping [Phillips et al., 1985; Metcalf and

van der Straten, 2002] of the last two decades, new perspectives for the investiga-

iiE.g. compare 〈5P|er|37D〉 ≈ 0.03 ea0 and 〈5S1/2|er|5P3/2〉 ≈ 3.0 ea0.
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Figure 1.2: Typical parameters for frozen Rydberg gases. (Picture taken

from [Amthor et al., 2008].)

tion of Rydberg gases became accessible. The usual starting point of experiments

with ultracold quantum gases, is a confined atom cloud of a few 10 million atoms

at densities of 1010 cm−3 and temperatures of a few tens of µK is . Under these

circumstances the typical distance between the atoms is a few micrometers and the

thermal velocity is on the order of 0.1µm/µs. When laser-excited to Rydberg states,

the atoms maintain their motion and distances but their properties change drasti-

cally, as one can see in Fig. 1.2, where typical parameters of an ultracold Rydberg

gas are illustrated.

One outstanding property of Rydberg atoms is their high polarizability, caused

by the large distance between the outer electron and the core. On the one hand

this leads to a strong electric field sensitivity and on the other hand strong long-

range dipole–dipole and van der Waals forces give rise to a strong interactions of

neighboring atoms. These interaction energies are on the order of 10 MHz which

means that most interaction dynamics happen on the order of 1µs. At the same

time the internal state has typical lifetimes of several 10µs.

When cooled to µK temperatures, the core motion can be neglected for the

timescales of excitation and a ”frozen Rydberg gas” is formed. Because in this

case the thermal energy is much smaller than the interaction energies and since the

interaction dynamics is much faster than any changes in interatomic spacings due

to thermal motion, the dynamics of ultracold Rydberg gases is completely governed

by Rydberg–Rydberg interactions.

Ultralong-range interactions will also lead to forces acting on the atoms which are

given by the gradient of the interaction potential. Depending on the initial Rydberg
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state, these forces can be of either attractive or repulsive nature. In both cases they

accelerate the atoms so that despite the low densities and low temperatures under

which the system was initially prepared, atoms may gain much kinetic energy [Ates

et al., 2007]. This means that after a few µs the system cannot be considered as

frozen anymore.

Acceleration induced by attractive interaction potentials can easily lead to colli-

sions of Rydberg atoms. Collisions of Rydberg atoms will almost certainly result in

the ionization of one of the collision partners, while the other atom is transferred to

a lower Rydberg state [Robicheaux, 2005; Olson, 1979]. A detailed understanding

of the forces and the ionizing collision dynamics is of great importance for many

experiments involving ultracold Rydberg gases. As we will see in Chapter 5, these

effects are unwanted in most cases and must be suppressed.

When an ionizing collision has happened, the light and therefore fast electrons

instantly leave the Rydberg cloud. In this way the positive charge of the heavy and

hence slow ions is accumulated and forms a potential well in the cloud center. Once

there are enough ions present in the cloud, electrons are trapped in this potential

well. If the trapped electrons now gain kinetic energy from inelastic collisions with

some Rydberg atoms, these electrons are able to quickly ionize other Rydberg atoms

that happen to be in their way and a so-called avalanche ionization takes place.

Typically a few thousand ions are needed to trap the electrons and trigger the

ionization avalanche [Gallagher et al., 2003]. This results in the formation of an

ultracold neutral plasma [Killian et al., 1999; Killian, 2007; Killian et al., 2007], a

system consisting of ions at low kinetic energy surrounded by quasi-free electrons.

Aspects of this plasma formation will be discussed in Chapter 4.

As described above, the long-range interaction potentials between highly excited

atoms can destabilize the system by initiating motion and ionization. But these

potentials can also provide stable long-range bound states between the atoms. A

number of quantitative calculations of interaction potentials led to the prediction

of a class of molecules which are both bound and stabilized by long-range van der

Waals interactions [Boisseau et al., 2002]. These so-called macrodimers consist of

two Rydberg atoms feeling an attractive potential for very large inter atomic sepa-

rations and a repulsive potential for smaller distances. In some cases the repulsive

part may already overtake the attractive part at distances where the two electronic

wavefunctions do not yet overlap. As a consequence, both atoms, although bound,

are still well separated and stable against collisions. In Chapter 5 a spectroscopic

approach [Stanojevic et al., 2006; Overstreet et al., 2007] to trace signatures of

simultaneously excited pair states will be discussed.
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As demonstrated in this section the aggregation of Rydberg gases and laser

cooling techniques reveals interesting and pronounced phenomena. Some of them

will be discussed in the thesis at hand. But before, the preparation and detection

of an ultracold Rydberg gas has to be discussed.



Chapter 2

Experimental details

This chapter gives an overview about the experimental requirements needed for

the realization of an ultracold Rydberg gas. Section 2.1 introduces our Rydberg

experiment at the University of Freiburg and Section 2.2 closes the chapter with the

description of a homebuilt narrow linewidth excitation laser.

2.1 Preparation and detection of a frozen Ryd-

berg gas

A laser system for magneto optical trapping and atom manipulation

Experiments in ultracold Rydberg physics rely on the fusion of a sample of ultra-

cold atoms with the excitation and the subsequent detection of Rydberg atoms. In

our experiment the ultracold atom sample is provided by a magneto-optical trap

(MOT) [Raab et al., 1987]. Since magneto-optical traps have become a standard

tool in atom optics laboratories worldwide, the trapping techniques will not be dis-

cussed in detail here. The interested reader is referred to [Metcalf and van der

Straten, 2002].

Our MOT is loaded from dispensers (SAES Getters) inside the vacuum cham-

ber. The ejected rubidium vapor (containing both stable isotopes 85Rb and 87Rb)

is then cooled with our 87Rb-specific cooling lasers. In this way we achieve temper-

atures as low as 70 µK (see Section A.2). These cold atoms are trapped by means

of magnetic fields. The magnetic coils providing the trapping fields are mounted

in the anti-Helmholtz configuration and are installed inside the vacuum system.

A detailed description with our specific setup parameters is given in [Tscherneck,

2002]. The light needed for cooling and optical pumping is given by the transition

13
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Figure 2.1: Relevant energy levels of 87Rb (for spectroscopically more precise data

see [Steck, 2001]). Several lasers are employed for optical cooling, Rydberg excitation

and atom manipulation. As a special feature of our laser system, all lasers used for

Rydberg excitation can be red- or blue-detuned up to ± 350 MHz. In this way the

population of the intermediate state can be avoided, if required. Because the 480 nm

laser can be tuned within a range of more then 4.5THz, the continuum can also

addressed and hence direct photoionization can be carried out (see Section 4.1.2).

Due to selection rules, this laser system only allows the excitation of either nSj

(ℓ=0) or nDj (ℓ=2) Rydberg states.
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between the
∣
∣5S1/2

〉
ground state and the first excited state

∣
∣5P3/2

〉
at 780 nm. The

important transitions between the different hyperfine components of the
∣
∣5S1/2

〉
and

∣
∣5P3/2

〉
states can be seen in Fig. 2.1. The transition between

∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
and

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 3
〉

is used for cooling and excitation. The lowest hyperfine ground state

F=1 is a dark state which needs to be continuously pumped back to
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
by

a repumping laser which is tuned to the
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 1

〉
→

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 2
〉

transition.

A so-called Hanle laser running on the transition
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 1

〉
→

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 0
〉

is used to determine and compensate magnetic stray fields with the mechanical

Hanle effect [Kaiser et al., 1991]. Detailed information about the magnetic back-

ground field compensation by means of the mechanical Hanle effect can be found

in [Reetz-Lamour, 2006; Engler, 2000]. The compensating magnetic field is produced

by three mutually orthogonal pairs of rectangular coils surrounding our vacuum

chamber [Deiglmayr, 2006].

The laser system that runs on these transitions is sketched in Fig. 2.2. The

lasers that run on one of the mentioned transitions between
∣
∣5S1/2

〉
and

∣
∣5P3/2

〉
are

frequency locked by vapor cell spectroscopy. All lasers running on
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
→

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 3
〉

are stabilized with modulation transfer spectroscopy [Raj et al.,

1980], which yields the strongest signals at a closed atomic transition, as discussed in

Section 2.2.1. The repumping laser which runs on the
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 1

〉
→

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 2
〉

transition is stabilized with a Doppler-free saturation spectroscopy on the F ′ = 1, 2

crossover resonance by frequency modulation [Bjorklund et al., 1983; Demtröder,

2003]. All laser beams are frequency-shifted and switched by acousto-optical modu-

lators (AOMs). Most of them being mounted in a double-pass configuration [Donley

et al., 2005], which intrinsically assures a wide tuning range (in our case up to

± 350 MHz), when combined with a switching AOM. Finally the laser light is trans-

ferred to the vacuum chamber by single-mode polarization-maintaining optical fibers

to ensure TEM00 light of high optical quality as well as stable and reproducible align-

ment.

Excitation and detection of Rydberg atoms

For Rydberg excitation we use the two-photon transition
∣
∣5S1/2

〉
→

∣
∣5P3/2

〉
→ |nℓj〉

(see Fig. 2.1 ). The first excitation step is carried out with a homebuilt 780 nm

narrow linewidth external cavity diode laser, which was built at the beginning of

my thesis. The construction and features of this laser will be covered in Section 2.2.

For the remainder of this thesis, this laser will be termed REX (standing for Red

Excitation).
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Figure 2.2: (a) Overview of our 780 nm laser system with its different laser locking

techniques. The combination of switching AOMs and frequency shifters in the spec-

troscopy allows for a wide range of accessible laser frequencies. ”AOM 2x” stands for

an AOM branch mounted in the double-pass configuration [Donley et al., 2005]. -/+

denotes the -1st/+1st Bragg diffraction order of the AOM, respectively. (b) illus-

trates the frequency conversion of 960 nm diode to a 480 nm output. The frequency

of the 960 nm diode is monitored with a homebuilt wave meter. An ultrastable

cavity lock, guarantees laser light of a narrow bandwidth. Two AOMs allow for

excitation pulses of two different frequencies.
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The light source for the second excitation step is a commercial semiconduc-

tor laser system (Toptica TA-SHG 110) consisting of an extended cavity diode

laser [Ricci et al., 1995] at 960 nm, a tapered amplification (TA) stage, and a system

for second harmonic generation (SHG), as depicted in the left half of Fig. 2.2(b).

Light amplification becomes necessary here, because the matrix elements of the sec-

ond excitation step are roughly 100 times smaller compared to the one of the first

excitation step (see footnote on page 9). The wavelength of this laser can be tuned

to address Rydberg levels ranging from n ∼ 30 (≡ 621238 GHz) and beyond the ion-

ization threshold (≡ 625795 GHz). This corresponds to a frequency tuning range of

more than ∼ 4.5 THz. While all other lasers are stabilized via atomic spectroscopy,

such a reference is unavailable for a laser light with a wavelength of 960 nm or 480 nm.

Moreover the laser has to be stabilized over a wide range of optical frequencies (i.e.

∼ 4.5 THz). That is why we use an ultrastable cavity (see Fig. 2.2(b)) made of

Zerodurr as a reference [Deiglmayr, 2006]. A monitor beam is tuned by a wide-

range acousto-optical frequency shifter (Brimrose GPF-800-500.960) onto a cavity

mode. The optical cavity throughput is monitored with a photodiode to provide a

Pound-Drever-Hall locking signal [Drever et al., 1983; Black, 2001]. By means of

the Zerodur-cavity, the excitation laser at 480 nm can be stabilized to any abso-

lute frequency with a residual drift of 2 MHz/hour. When determining line shifts,

we compensate for this drift by frequently taking identical spectra (i.e. reference

spectra), determining the line centers and interpolating the resonator drift. This

will become relevant in Section 5.3. With a homebuilt wavemeter (see Fig. 2.2(b)),

absolute frequencies can be measured up to a relative precision of 10−7 (≃ 30 MHz).

This Michelson-type interferometer is based on a design of the group of Rainer Blatt

in Innsbruck [Blasbichler, 2000; Deiglmayr, 2006].

The optical path of the 480 nm excitation light is sketched in the right half of

Fig. 2.2(b). A combination of two AOMs opens the possibility to use excitation

pulses of two different frequencies. An extension of this setup, allowing for high-

resolution spectroscopy will be introduced ion Section 5.2.3.

With this setup we can perform experiments with high duty cycles. A typical

excitation cycle is done in the following way: Every 70 ms the MOT magnetic field

is turned off. After a time delay ∆t ≥ 3 ms we also turn off the MOT lasers (cooling

and repumping lasers) by means of switching AOMs. Subsequently the two excita-

tion lasers are shone into the vacuum chamber to carry out the Rydberg excitation.

Here we apply pulses with a typical duration ranging from 50 ns to 10µs. Depending

on the effect we want to investigate, we either let the cold Rydberg cloud evolve or we

directly field-ionize it after excitation. For this purpose two field plates are placed
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of our science chamber. The trapping lasers run at 780 nm,

the atoms are released from current-heated dispensers. Two counter-propagating

laser beams (780 nm and 480 nm) are used for Rydberg excitation. Detection is re-

alized by field ionization and ion/electron detection with two separate micro channel

plates (MCP). Fluorescence and absorption measurements allow for atom number,

density, and temperature measurements (see Appendix A.2). A photodiode is used

to monitor the MOT fluorescence. The magnifier shows the field plates which are

used for both the electric stray field compensation (see page 33) as well as the field

ionization of the Rydberg atoms.
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13 mm apart on either side of the MOT center (see Fig 2.3). On the one hand

these meshes are used to compensate residual electric fields and and on the other

hand they can provide specially tailored electric fields for Rydberg atom manipu-

lation [Westermann et al., 2006]. By applying a field pulse of sufficient amplitude

to the metal grids we ionize Rydberg atoms and push the generated ions towards a

micro-channel plate (MCP, Topag Lasertechnik, MCP-MA25/2) [Wiza, 1979].

The resulting charge pulse is integrated with a boxcar integrator (Stanford Re-

search Systems, SR250), recorded and saved with a fast oscilloscope. Further

details are given in [Singer, 2004; Reetz-Lamour, 2006]. Fig. 2.3 depicts a schematic

of the interior design of our vacuum chamber which accommodates the rubidium dis-

pensers, MOT coils (not shown), the electric field plates as well as the ion/electron

detectors. After detection the electric field is raised again to suppress the accumu-

lation of ions during the MOT reloading time. The fact that Rydberg atoms of

different Rydberg states have different binding energies means that they ionize at

different electric fields. This fact can be exploited to perform state selective field

ionization by applying electric field ramps rather than field pulses. In this man-

ner different Rydberg state energies can be converted into different arrival times on

the Chevron-MCP [Singer et al., 2005]. We generate field ramps by placing a low

pass filter (high-voltage resistor–capacitor pair, typical rise times ∼ 1µs) behind our

switches.

2.2 Excitation laser at 780 nm

Today there are various designs for homebuilt diode lasers [Ricci et al., 1995; Arnold

et al., 1998; Hawthorn et al., 2001; Stoehr et al., 2006]. More detailed information

about the advantages and drawbacks of diode can by found in detailed review article

by [Wieman and Hollberg, 1991] and on a web page of the University of Melbourne:

http://optics.ph.unimelb.edu.au/atomopt/electronics. Our homebuilt narrow band

external cavity diode laser (ECDL) is built after a design of our group [Salzmann,

2007].

The laser is mounted into a solid aluminum holder which carries the laser diode

and a collimation lens (see Fig. 2.4). To fulfill the Littrow criterion [Ricci et al.,

1995] the diode is mounted opposite a holographic grating and a deflection mirror.

Both of them are glued into a separate aluminum block, which is attached to the

main holder via springs and three precision screws (see Fig. 2.5). For shielding

against convection and atmospheric pressure fluctuations the laser is mounted in a

http://optics.ph.unimelb.edu.au/atomopt/electronics
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sealed aluminum box which is bolted to the optics table.

The laser light is generated by sending a current through the active region of the

diode between the n- and p-type cladding layers. This produces electrons and holes,

which gradually recombine and thus emit photons. The laser’s emission wavelength

is determined by the band gap of the semiconductor material and is very broadband

(in our case ∼ 7 nm) relative to atomic transitions. The chosen low cost laser diode

(Sharp GH0781JA2C, 100mW cw output power, not AR coated) is also used in

CD-R drivers. It is plugged inside a collimation tube (Thorlabs, LT230P-B) which

houses a collimation lens. The aperture and the focal length of the lense are adapted

to the opening angles of the diode output beam. This is necessary because the light

leaving the diode is emitted from a small rectangular region (typically on the order

of 0.1 µm by 0.3 µm) leading to a diverging output of a laser diode. A typical

output beam has a divergence angle of 30◦ in the direction perpendicular to the

junction, and 10◦ in the parallel direction [Wieman and Hollberg, 1991]. If the laser

is operating in a single transverse mode, the collimated beam is elliptical, but it can

be made nearly radially symmetric by using anamorphic prisms.

The grating is a holographic gold coated sine grating (LensOptics) with a

grating constant of 1800/mm to meet the Littrow condition. In this arrangement,

the light diffracted from a grating is coupled back into the diode, so that the grating

and the diode’s rear facet form an external resonator (giving the ECDL system its

name). The diode chip, with its reflecting facets, acts like an intracavity etalon

and the external diffraction grating selects a single-mode of the chip. The use of

a grating results in a linewidth reduction of two orders of magnitude [Ricci et al.,

1995]. For good grating illumination, the diode orientation is adjusted such that

its elliptic beam profile is perpendicular to the groove orientation (i.e. polarization

parallel).

For a coarse adjustment of the laser frequency, the laser is scanned by the corre-

sponding precision screw which provides a vertical tilt of the grating holding block.

In the operational mode the tilt of the grating holding block is realized by means of

voltage ramp (see Fig. 2.8(c)) applied to a piezo crystal mounted underneath the tip

of this precision screw. The stacked piezo crystal (Piezomechanik PSt150/2x3/5)

has a maximum stroke of 5µm and in this configuration results in a tuning of roughly

125 MHz per Volt. A fraction of the beam incident on the grating is reflected out

of the external resonator (0th order) by hitting a mirror parallel to the grating (see

Fig. 2.4). This constitutes the output of the stabilized laser. The grating constant

is chosen such that the angle between incident beam and 0th order is close to 90

degrees. Under frequency tuning, the mirror co-rotates with the grating and ensures
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Figure 2.4: Compact design of Wenzel Salzmann for an extended cavity diode

laser (ECDL) based on precision mirror mount design. The Littrow grating is held

in separate block opposite to diode output. Frequency control is done by a piezo-

induced rotation of the grating. The 0th order output beam is deflected to avoid

beam walk under frequency tuning. Temperature control ensures stable operating

conditions. (Picture taken from [Salzmann, 2007].)

stable beam pointing.

The whole setup is temperature stabilized by a Thorlabs temperature con-

troller (TED200) and a Peltier element.

The laser diode current is supplied by a commercial diode current controller

(Thorlabs LDC2000). Before entering the diode, the current passes a small elec-

tronics board, mounted inside the laser box (see Fig. 2.6) which serves a number of

purposes. The circuit board possesses components for protection of the laser diode.

For instance three safety diodes, connected in parallel with the laser diode, prevent

the laser diode from being exposed to over-voltages. A choke smoothens the laser

current to avoid destructive voltage spikes. A Schottky diode is used against ac-

cidental reversed voltages. A so-called current eater is implemented on the board

with a JFET transistor which allows a modulation of the laser current up to 1MHz.

In the closed servo loop which stabilizes the laser frequency, the JFET acts as fast

bipolar current source that modulates the diode current according to the P-share of

the analog PID control signal. Frequency control with the grating is band limited

mechanically to about 20 Hz due to the inertia of the setup. The current-eater

largely increases the bandwidth of the servo loop resulting in a reduced noise level

on the laser frequency. This also results in a better performance of the loop as the

shorter response time causes less failures under acoustic disturbance.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of front and rear view of our homebuilt ECDL setup. (Pic-

ture taken from [Salzmann, 2007].)
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Figure 2.6: Photograph of front and rear view of operational ECDL setup. (Picture

taken from [Salzmann, 2007].)
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of our modulation transfer spectroscopy setup. Light from

the laser is split into a pump beam and a probe beam. The pump beam is frequency

modulated with an EOM and then shined through a spectroscopy cell (containing
85Rb and 87Rb). The counter-propagating probe beam is spatially overlapped with

the pump beam inside the vapor cell and impinges into a photodiode. The saturation

signal from the photodiode and the signal driving the EOM are mixed and fed

through a low-pass filter. The resulting signal is used as error signal in the servo

loop.

2.2.1 Modulation transfer spectroscopy

The newly built excitation laser as well as all other 780 nm lasers running on the
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 1

〉
→

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 3
〉

transition are frequency stabilized by means of

modulation transfer spectroscopy (see Fig. 2.2 on page 16). The schematic of our

modulation transfer setup can be found in Fig. 2.7.

The modulation transfer spectroscopy method can be understood as a nearly

degenerate four-wave-mixing effect. Due to the nonlinearity of the absorbing rubid-

ium vapor (the 3rd order susceptibility χ(3)), the frequency modulation of an intense

pump beam can be transferred to a counter-propagating originally unmodulated

probe beam [Raj et al., 1980; Ducloy and Bloch, 1984]. In our case the frequency

modulation is realized with an electro optic modulator (EOM, Doehrer Elek-

trooptik, LiNbO3 - crystal), modulated with a radio frequency of 17.3 MHz. The

modulation transfer only takes place when the Doppler-free resonance condition is

satisfied. When the sidebands generated in the probe field and the probe field it-

self impinge into a photodetector, they produce a photocurrent at the modulation

frequency (heterodyne detection) [Bertinetto et al., 2001]. With a phase-sensitive
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detection scheme, it is therefore possible to recover the dispersion and the absorp-

tion components of the sub-Doppler resonance. The phase-detection is realized by

mixing the signal from the photodiode and the signal driving the EOM. A low-pass

filter is used to extract the DC part of the mixing signal which is proportional to the

relative phase. The resulting signal is used as an error signal in the servo loop which

stabilizes the laser frequency to a absolute precision of 10−9. The main advantage of

modulation transfer spectroscopy is that it is a priori Doppler-free. In contrast to a

frequency modulation spectroscopy signal, which always shows a Doppler-broadened

underground. A typical spectroscopic signature of rubidium is shown in Fig. 2.8.

Detailed calculations of saturated absorption spectra of 85Rb based on Quantum

Monte Carlo simulations for 36-level-systems can be found in [Maguire et al., 2006].
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Figure 2.8: (a) shows a doppler free saturation spectroscopy signal of the 87Rb,

5S 1
2
, F = 2 and 85Rb, 5S 1

2
, F = 3 lines. The lamb dip of the closed transitions and

two crossover resonances are clearly visible in the Doppler-broadened background.

For 87Rb, the resonances F = 2 → F ′ for F ′ = 2, F ′ = 3 and the crossover

resonance (*) between these two are labeled. In the case of 85Rb, the resonances

F = 3 → F ′ for F ′ = 3, F ′ = 4 and their crossover resonance (*) are marked.

The different abundance of 85Rb (72%) and 87Rb (28%) yield absorption signals

of different strengths. The modulation transfer signal, used for laser frequency

stabilization is shown in (b). It has a strong, background-free dispersive signals at

the frequency of the closed transition. In (c) the offset voltage which is applied to

the piezo in order to frequency tune the laser is shown.





Chapter 3

Stark structure of Rydberg atoms

From Chapter 1 we know that the highly charged ionic core of alkali atoms gives

rise to a deviation of the alkali atom energy levels from the energy level structure of

hydrogen. This difference is also manifested in the Stark effect as we will see when

considering theoretical calculations of Stark patterns in Section 3.1 which will be

underpinned with experimental results in Section 3.2. We will also explain how the

Stark shift can be exploited in order to minimize residual electric fields.

3.1 Theoretical study of Stark patterns

It is well known that hydrogen exhibits linear energy levels shifts, when static ex-

ternal electric fields are present. This was already observed in 1914 by Johannes

Stark [Stark, 1914]. Solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation for a hy-

drogen atom placed in an electric field E , one can show that the eigenenergies depend

linearly on E . This effect is known as linear Stark shift. If an electric field E is applied

the degenerate hydrogen levels of a state with total angular momentum j spread in

j+1/2 levels (for half-integer j) or j+1 (for integer j). This yields a fan-like struc-

ture with some levels being shifted to the blue of their zero-field energy (blue states)

and some of them being shifted to the red (red states). For instance the n = 87-fan

consists of 7569 fan componentsi . In the upper half of Fig. 3.1 a hydrogen Stark

map of the mj = 1/2-manifold in the vicinity of n = 86 is shown. The fact that

i For n=87 we obtain 86 (=n - 1) ℓ-values. This results in the following 173 (= 2ℓ + 1)

j-values: Mj = {ℓ + 1/2, ℓ − 1/2|∀ℓ ∈ [0, 86]} = {1/2, 1/2, 3/2, 3/2, ... , 171/2, 171/2, 173/2}
this in turn yields in a Stark state manifold of MStark = {j + 1/2|∀j ∈ [1/2, 173/2]} =

{1, 1, 2, 2, ... , 86, 86, 87} with a total amount of Stark states of #Stark = 2
∑171/2

j=1/2(j + 1/2) +

(173/2 + 1/2) = 7569.

27
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the Stark states display linear Stark shifts means that they have permanent electric

dipole moments.

Atoms other than hydrogen have characteristics which are similar to hydrogen, but

there are important differences due to the presence of the finite size ionic core. In

zero field this ”extended core” simply depresses the energies, particularly those of

the low angular momentum states (see Fig. 1.1 an page 8). With a finite sized ionic

core the wavefunction is no longer separable in parabolic coordinates [Bransden and

Joachain, 2003], resulting in the fact that the parabolic quantum number n1, which

is a good quantum number for hydrogen, is no longer good. As a consequence blue

and red states of the samemj are coupled by a slight overlap at the core. That is why

blue and red states of adjacent n do not cross as they do in hydrogen, but exhibit

avoided crossings as a result of their coupling. Such an avoided crossing is a symmet-

ric and antisymmetric superposition of two Stark eigenstates [Gallagher, 1994]. For

low principal quantum numbers n these avoided crossings can be resolved spectro-

scopically, as it was already shown in 1979 in a atomic beam experiment [Zimmerman

et al., 1979].

The calculation of the Stark spectra is performed as described in [Singer, 2004;

Zimmerman et al., 1979] by diagonalizing the total Hamiltonian (in atomic units)

H = H0 +Hfs + Ez . (3.1)

H0 is the Hamiltonian of the unperturbed system (see Eq. 1.5 on page 8). Hfs is

the energy level shift due to finestructure

Hfs = −~µ · ~B = −1

r

dV

dr
~L · ~S . (3.2)

Note that finestructure interactions have to be included in the calculations for heav-

ier alkali atoms as rubidium, since these interactions are large enough to influence

the Stark structure. Finally the perturbation due to the electric field in z direction

is accounted for by Ez. The diagonalization of H can be done step by step:

• The diagonalization of H0 was already done in Eq. 1.5 on page 8 which led to

the eigenenergy E = −1/(n− δnℓj)
2 and the wavefunction described in Section

1.1 on page 8 . For more details concerning the numerical calculation of the

wavefunctions of alkali Rydberg atoms see [Singer, 2004].

• As a basis set for the diagonalization of Hfs, one can use the eigenfunctions

of H0. For the remainder of this derivation we assume the finestructure to

be excluded from H0. Moreover the energy of the basis states is taken to be
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Figure 3.1: The upper graph shows a hydrogen Stark map in the vicinity of the

n=86 Rydberg state. Just the mj = 1/2-manifold is plotted. The lower graph dis-

plays a rubidium Stark map with the same plot range. Here the mj = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2

-manifold is shown. The significant differences between these two Stark maps can be

ascribed to the finite core size and shielding effects due to the inner shell electrons of

the rubidium atom. In particular we see that the low angular momentum states are

depressed. The high angular momentum states however possess a similar splitting

behavior and zero field energy as the initially degenerated hydrogen states. That is

why they are labeled with “h” standing for “hydrogen-like”. The blue line indicates

the frequency range and the residual electric field of the spectrum shown in Fig. 3.3

on page 34.
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the center of gravity of the finestructure multiplets. With this [Liberman and

Pinard, 1979] recognized that for P states the diagonal terms of Hfs scale as

〈n, ℓ = 1 |Hfs| n, ℓ = 1〉 = 8.70 × 10−3 3

2

1

(n − δ)3
. (3.3)

A similar result was obtained for D states [Chang and Larijani, 1980]

〈n, ℓ = 2 |Hfs| n, ℓ = 2〉 = 7.28 × 10−4 5

2

1

(n − δ)3
. (3.4)

Due to the fact that the finestructure interaction depends only on the behavior

of the wavefunction near the origin (because of the r−3dependence of Hfs) the

computation of the off-diagonal terms can be simplified; i.e. for a given ℓ, the

wavefunction at the origin varies only with the normalization of the wavefunc-

tion, so that off diagonal terms 〈n, ℓ |Hfs| n′, ℓ〉 are obtained by [Zimmerman

et al., 1979]

〈n, ℓ |Hfs| n′, ℓ〉 =
√

〈n, ℓ |Hfs| n, ℓ〉 〈n′, ℓ |Hfs| n′, ℓ〉 . (3.5)

• The matrix elements for the Stark interaction Ez have the form

〈n, ℓ,m |Ez| n′, ℓ′,m′〉 =

δ(m,m′)δ(ℓ, ℓ′ ± 1) E 〈n, ℓ |r| n′, ℓ′〉 〈ℓ,mℓ |cos θ| ℓ′,mℓ〉 . (3.6)

We see that the left hand side of Eq. 3.6 is expressed in terms of Cartesian

coordinates, whereas the right hand side is adapted to the more convenient

case of spherical coordinates. The Kronecker symbols yield the selection rules

∆m = 0 and ∆ℓ = ±1, which directly result from the fact the z = r cos θ is an

operator of odd parity. With these selection rules the angular matrix elements

can be derived with spherical-harmonics-algebra

〈ℓ,mℓ |cos θ| ℓ− 1,mℓ〉 =

√

ℓ2 −m2

(2ℓ+ 1)(2ℓ− 1)
(3.7)

〈ℓ,mℓ |cos θ| ℓ+ 1,mℓ〉 =

√

(ℓ+ 1)2 −m2

(2ℓ+ 3)(2ℓ+ 1)
. (3.8)

If one includes the finestructure in the present calculations one also has to take

the total angular momentum j = ℓ+ 1/2 into account. This doubles the basis

set, because for each mj we must include the two values of mℓ = mj + 1/2.
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The matrix elements of Ez are then obtained by

〈
n, ℓ, j,mj |Ez| n′, ℓ′, j′,m′

j

〉
= δ(mj,m

′
j)δ(ℓ, ℓ

′ ± 1)E 〈n, ℓ |r| n′, ℓ′〉

×
∑

mℓ=mj±1/2

〈

ℓ,
1

2
,mℓ,mj −mℓ | j,mj

〉 〈

ℓ′,
1

2
,mℓ,mj −mℓ | j′,mj

〉

× 〈ℓ,mℓ |cos θ| ℓ′,mℓ〉 , (3.9)

where the terms in the second line are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that result

from the coupling of ℓ and s to j = ℓ+ s.

Finally the Stark map is obtained by diagonalizing the total Hamiltonian H of Eq.

3.1 for various values of E . For the diagrams displayed in Fig. 3.1 on page 29 we took

31 E-values with an increment of 5 mV/cm to cover an E-field range from 0 mV/cm

to 150 mV/cm. For the rubidium Stark map in the vicinity of the 87D state shown

in this chapter, a 1903 × 1903 matrix was diagonalized. Rydberg states of eleven

principal quantum numbers (ranging from n = 82 to n = 92) were used. This was

done to account for the coupling of states as described above and to maximize the

precision of this calculation of perturbations.

3.2 Spectroscopic investigation of Stark structures

Stark spectra

To compare the theoretical predictions from the previous section to experimental

results, we recorded twelve Stark spectra with a scan range of 120MHz at electric

field magnitudes at the position of the atom cloud Ecloud ranging from 43 mV/cm

to 123 mV/cm. For all spectra the excitation time was 100 ns and excitation laser

powers of PREX = 27µW and P480 = 39.8 mW were chosen. Fig 3.2 depicts a com-

parison between a calculated Stark map and the recorded Stark spectra in which a

variety of important features can be seen.

At zero electric field we recognize that there is a splitting between the 87D5/2

state and the 87D3/2 state of roughly 16 MHz. This is a consequence of different

quantum defects δn,ℓ,j = δ
n,2,5/2 and δ

n,2,3/2 (see Table 1.2 and Eq. 1.3 on page 7).

The 87D5/2 state has a total angular momentum of j = 5/2. That is why this state

splits in 3 (= j + 1/2) Stark states, whereas the 87D3/2 state with j = 3/2 just

splits into two Stark states as soon as an ambient electric filed is present. Each of

these 5 Stark states shows a different sensitivity to the electric field, some states

react with a more pronounced Stark shift than others. This fact can be explained
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of calculated and measured Stark spectra of the 87D state

of 87Rb. Again the computed mj = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2-manifold is shown. No avoided

crossing is expected in the present case, since Stark states of different mj (here

mj = 5/2 and mj = 1/2) manifolds do not couple. Twelve Stark spectra with a

scan range of 120 MHz were taken at electric field magnitudes at the position of the

atom cloud Ecloud ranging from 43 mV/cm to 123 mV/cm. The residual electric field

could be compensated to Ecloud =43 mV/cm. One sees that even for low ambient

fields the Rydberg atoms already feature a remarkable Stark splitting.
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with different Stark state specific spatial distributions of the atomic orbital. The

different sensitivities to the electric field also contain some information about the

dipole moment µ of each magnetic state. As the energy of an electric dipole µ in

an electric field E is given by E = −µ · E , the dipole moment is represented by the

slope of the lines in a Stark map,

µ(E) = −dE
dE , (3.10)

at the applied electric field E . One also sees that the
∣
∣87D5/2,mj = 3/2

〉
state is

the least susceptible against electric fields. This fact will play an important role in

Section 5.3, where this spectral line will serve as a frequency reference. Another

obvious feature is that Stark states, which are highly sensitive to the electric field

(i.e. Stark states with steep slopes in the Stark map), exhibit a broader spectral

linewidth than for instance the spectral linewidth of the
∣
∣87D5/2,mj = 3/2

〉
state.

This is easy to understand: For the ”sensitive” Stark states a small electric field

fluctuations translates into a strong fluctuation of the resonance frequency. That is

why we will later use the ”insensitive” central 87D5/2 state to make laser linewidth

estimations in Subsection 5.2.1.

The fact that Rydberg excitation spectra depend on static electric fields allows

for a calibration of the electric field and a minimization of residual fields at the

position of the atoms. The residual field is mainly a result of the high voltages at

the MCPs (1.9 kV) and inhomogeneities induced by the field grids and supply wires.

The electric field at the position of the atom cloud Ecloud can be described as the

superposition of two field vectors, one of them being perpendicular to the field plates

E⊥ (see Fig. 2.3 on page 18) and one of them being parallel to the field plates E||.
The magnitude of the electric field at the position of the atom cloud then amounts

to |Ecloud| =
√

E2
⊥ + E2

|| , where E⊥ = E⊥,res + Ecomp can be set to zero by means

of a compensation field Ecomp that is given to the field plates and counteracts the

orthogonal component of the residual field E⊥,res. In our setup E|| = E||,res cannot be

compensated. As indicated in Fig 3.2 the residual electric field could be compensated

to Ecloud = 43 mV/cm, when a compensation filed of Ecomp = 255 mV/cm was applied

to the field plates. Experimentally this circumstance translates into a compact Stark

spectrum with a minimal spread of the spectroscopic lines.

Energy level structure

In the lower part of Fig. 3.1 on page 29, a sequence of atomic Rydberg lines ranging

from 88P1/2 to 86h was calculated and marked by a blue line, which indicates the
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Figure 3.3: This spectrum shows a sequence of atomic Rydberg lines ranging from

88P1/2 to 86h, as predicted in the lower part of Fig. 3.1. The spectrum also depicts

the dipole-forbidden transitions from 5P3/2 to 88P and 86h, which were addressable

here because of a residual field E of 43 mV/cm. In order to resolve them the detection

was carried out in a very sensitive operational mode. That is why the peaks of the

dipole allowed transitions from 5P3/2 to 87D and 89S, respectively are truncated.

This piezo scan was taken with a scan range of 7.51GHz. The excitation time was

1.1 µs and the laser powers were PREX = 21µW and P480 = 35.4mW.

frequency range and the residual electric field E of this atomic Rydberg line sequence.

By means of a wide frequency scan, with a scan range of 7.51 GHz this theoretical

prediction was verified (see Fig. 3.3).

To perform this measurement, a triangular voltage ramp with an amplitude of

14.47 Vpp generated by a function generator (Thurlby Thandar TG 215) was

fed to the piezo crystal of the 480 nm excitation laser. In a similar way as shown

in Fig. 2.8(c) on page 25 this voltage ramp sweeps the laser frequency of the 2nd

excitation laser by changing the angle of the frequency selecting grating. Hence this

allows for wide frequency scans of the upper excitation transition (see Fig. 2.1 on

page 14). With this technique frequency scans up to 10.4 GHz can be realized in our

experiment. However there is two drawbacks of this technique.

For frequency scans of a diode laser over the range of several GHz with the

grating only, the geometry of the diode laser setup is not ideal. As the grating is

rotated, frequency feedback and the change in cavity length are not synchronized

which causes mode hopping [McNicholl and Metcalf, 1985]. This, is compensated

for by a so-called current feed-forward, where the diode current is tuned as the

grating is rotated to conserve the resonance condition for the laser mode as the

frequency feedback changes. A disadvantage of scanning the grating only, is the

acknowledgment of a broader laser linewidth (> 2 MHz) since the laser cannot be
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Figure 3.4: The left graph shows a highly resolved AOM scan with a scan range

of 80 MHz of the 87D Rydberg line. Both the angular momentum and the magnetic

quantum numbers are labeled. The excitation time was 100 ns and the laser powers

were PREX = 21µW and P480 = 35.7mW. The right diagramm displays a 2.62GHz

piezo scan over the dipole-forbidden transition from 5P3/2 to 86h, and the 89S1/2

Rydberg line, which is again truncated. The 86h fan structure has a spread of

roughly 1.7GHz at the present ambient electric field E of 43 mV/cm. The excitation

time was 1 µs and the laser powers were similar to the ones used for the left graph.

actively frequency stabilized in this particular operational mode.

In Fig. 3.3, a spectrum of atomic Rydberg lines ranging from 88P1/2 to 86h is

depicted. In the spectrum also dipole-forbidden transitions from 5P3/2 to 88P and

86h are visible. These transitions are addressable here because of a residual field

E of 43 mV/cm. The excitation rate of dipole-forbidden transitions scales quadrat-

ically with the electric field E . This is due to the fact that the electric field enters

in first order perturbation theory and leads to a linear dependence of admixtures

of dipole allowed states as a function of the electric field. Because the transition

probability is proportional to the square of transition matrix elements, we obtain

the quadratic dependence of a excitation probability. In order to resolve the dipole-

forbidden transitions the detection was carried out in a very sensitive operational

mode. That is why the peaks of the dipole-allowed transitions from 5P3/2 to 87D

and 89S, respectively are truncated.

Fig. 3.4 allows a closer look at both the dipole-allowed and the dipole-forbidden

transitions. The right diagram in Fig. 3.4 shows a 2.62 GHz scan obtained by the

scanning technique mentioned above. The dipole-forbidden transition from 5P3/2

to 86h is clearly visible. Even though the electric field is moderate, the 86h fan

structure already has a spread of roughly 1.7 GHz. The comparatively sharp 89S1/2

Rydberg line is again clipped for the benefit of an improved visibility of the 86h fan

structure.
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A complementary approach was pursued when taking the spectrum of the 87D

Rydberg line (see left graph in Fig. 3.4). Here a highly resolved AOM-scan (with

Brimrose GPF-800-500.960) with a scanrange of only 80 MHz was carried out.

For this scanning technique, the second excitation laser, running on 480 nm was

frequency locked to an ultrastable cavity (see Fig. 2.2(b) on page 16). This in-

trinsically yields narrower laser linewidths, compared to the piezo-scan-technique

used previously, in which the second excitation laser could not be actively frequency

stabilized.

Just three rather than five (expected) peaks are visible in the 87D spectrum. This

is due to the fact that at the present background field the different mj components,

namely the mj = 5/2 component of the 87D5/2 state and the mj = 1/2 component

of the 87D3/2 state as well as the mj = 3/2 and mj = 1/2 component of the 87D3/2

state already start to overlap (compare with the far left spectrum in Fig. 3.2).

Having understood these pronounced and well known features of Rydberg atoms,

we are now ready to shed light on other, less obvious aspects of ultracold Rydberg

physics. This will be done in the subsequent two chapters. Chapter 4 deals with the

formation of ultracold plasmas (UCP) and the search for anions in such an ultracold

plasma. In Chapter 5 high-resolution spectroscopy techniques are described which

are applied for the search of molecular resonances in and ultracold Rydberg gas.



Chapter 4

Formation of ultracold plasmas

and search for anions

This chapter focuses on ionization processes in ultracold Rydberg gases. Under spe-

cific experimental conditions such ionization processes lead to the formation of an

ultracold neutral plasmas. After a brief introduction to ultracold plasmas at the

beginning of this chapter, a bow is drawn from plasma formation via direct pho-

toionization in Section 4.1.1 and its experimental realization in Section 4.1.2 to the

spontaneous evolution of a dense Rydberg gas into an ultracold plasma, which is

triggered by autoionization. The latter is described in Section 4.1.3 and experimen-

tal evidence for this interaction-induced process is given in Section 4.1.4.

The second half of the chapter deals with the investigation of ion-pair formation

processes. Particular emphasis is put on the possible creation of anions in ultracold

Rydberg gases. Anion formation was observed in dense room temperature Ryd-

berg gases, which served as an inducement to look for this unexpected process in

their dilute and frozen counterparts. After some theoretical estimations our pur-

sued experimental technique to trace back such anion forming collisional reactions

is sketched in Section 4.2.2. The chapter ends with the description of experiments

dedicated to our anion search.

4.1 Ultracold neutral plasmas

A plasma is understood as an ionized gas in which the charged particles exhibit

collective effects [Chen, 1974; Goldston and Rutherford, 1995]. The characteristic

length scale which distinguishes between individual particle behavior and collective

37
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behavior is the Debye screening length

λD =

√

ǫ0kBTe

e2ne

. (4.1)

Here, ǫ0 is the electric vacuum permittivity, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Te the

electron temperature, e is the elementary charge, and ne stands for the electron

density. λD is the distance over which an electric field is screened by redistribution

of electrons in the plasma. Note that an ionized gas is not a plasma yet until the

Debye length is smaller than the size of the system [Chen, 1974].

In a conventional neutral plasma, free ions and free electrons are created from

atoms and molecules by ionizing collisions in a very dense gas with up to 1026 par-

ticles per cm3. Because typical ionization energies of atoms or molecules are on the

order of a few electronvolts, most neutral plasmas have temperatures of thousands

of Kelvini . Well-known examples of neutral plasmas are stars and interstellar gas

clouds, but they can also be found in the ionosphere or in lightning bolts.

Ultracold neutral plasmas (UCP) [Killian et al., 2007] widen the boundaries of

traditional neutral plasma physics to a vastly developing research field. This exotic

type of matter can be formed in two ways, either by directly photoionizing laser-

cooled atoms near the ionization threshold [Killian et al., 1999] or by spontaneous

evolution of an ultracold Rydberg gas into an ultracold plasma [Robinson et al.,

2000; Pohl et al., 2003]. In both cases this results in electron temperatures Te

ranging from 1-1000 K and ion temperatures Ti in the sub-K regime. In the first

half of this chapter, both the plasma formation due to direct photoionization and

the development of an ultracold Rydberg gas into a plasma will be discussed and

exemplified by experimental results.

The most distinctive feature between conventional neutral plasmas (i.e. ex-

tremely hot and dense plasmas) and ultracold neutral plasmas is that despite their

low density, the particles can be in or near the strongly coupled regime [Ichimaru,

1982] — even under laboratory conditions. In strongly coupled plasmas the Coulomb

interaction energy between charged particles exceeds the average kinetic energy. This

relation is quantified by the Coulomb coupling parameter

Γ =
e2

4πǫ0akBT
. (4.2)

Here a = 3
√

3/ (4πnpl) is the Wigner-Seitz radius which characterizes the separation

between particles in a plasma of density npl. T is the temperature, which most

iKeep in mind: 1eV
kB

= 1.6021753(14)×10−19 J
1.3806505(24)×10−23 J/K = 11604.505(20)K ≈ 105 K.
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likely is different for ions (Ti) and electrons (Te), leading to different coupling pa-

rameters Γ for each species. Strong coupling (Γ > 1) is manifested through the

presence of spatial correlations between particles, a fact which is important for the

collective dynamics and the equilibration of the system. Ultracold plasmas enter the

strong coupling regime despite the fact that they are extremely dilute. From the

experimental point of view the low density has major advantages, because it impli-

cates that ultracold plasmas evolve on a time scale (of the order of a few hundred

µs, see Fig. 4.1) that is more easily accessible compared to the time dynamics of

conventional plasmas.

4.1.1 Ultracold neutral plasma formed by photoionization

Like most ultracold plasma experiments and as indicated in Fig. 2.1 on page 14, we

use a two-photon ionization, in which one photon, here provided by REX (780 nm)

excites the atoms to the upper level of the cooling transition and another photon

provided by a 480 nm laser excites the atoms to the continuum. In equilibrium the

fraction of atoms in the intermediate state (5P3/2) can approach 50% ii , as expected

for an incoherent excitation. This can be understood by considering the steady-state

solution of the Optical-Bloch-Equations [Metcalf and van der Straten, 2002],where

the excited-state fraction is given by

f =
s0/2

1 + s0 + (2δ/γ)2
. (4.3)

s0 = I/Isat is the saturation parameter for the excitation beam of intensity I, where

Isat = 1.67 mW/cm2 for the closed transition
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
	

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 3
〉

of
87Rb [Steck, 2001] and δ is the detuning from the intermediate state. γ is the

full linewidth at half maximum for the transition (γ =2π · 6.065(9) MHz for the

mentioned transition [Steck, 2001]). As released in a joint publication [Sheludko

et al., 2008] of the research group of Robert Scholten at the University of Melbourne

and the author it was for the first time possible to determine the fraction of excitation

of the first excited state (here 5P3/2 of 85Rb) by optical means. Here the analysis of

excited state diffraction contrast images [Turner et al., 2005] yielded a population of

the first excited state of 45%± 6%.

Because electrons are so light, they essentially carry away any surplus energy

available from the ionizing photons. Hence by slightly tuning the laser wavelength

ii In comparison, the excited-state fraction during normal MOT operation is typically about 10%

[Killian et al., 2007].
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0                       ~ 10 ns                        ~ 1µs                        ~100 µs            time after photoionization
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ion
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Figure 4.1: Stages and timescales in the dynamics of an ultracold neutral plasma

created by photoionization. Electron equilibration is the most rapid process, occur-

ring in a time equal to the inverse electron plasma frequency, ω−1
p,e . Analogously,

the timescale for ion equilibration in the second stage is marked by the inverse ion

plasma frequency, ω−1
p,i . The timescale for plasma expansion is set by the hydrody-

namic time, τexp .

in the energy region just above the ionization threshold, one can conduct the initial

electron temperature in the range from a few K to a few thousand K. Contrary the

ions receive only a small momentum kick during this process, resulting in initial ion

kinetic energies on the order of 10 mK (see Section 4.1.2).

The time evolution of a plasma created by means of photoionization can be di-

vided into three phases [Killian et al., 2007], which is elucidated in Fig. 4.1. Immedi-

ately after the release from the MOT and subsequent photoionization, the system is

far from equilibrium, which gives rise to equilibration processes. Because electrons

are relatively energetic and light, the fastest of these processes is the equilibration of

the electrons. This occurs in a time equal to the inverse electron plasma frequency

ωp,e

τe = ω−1
p,e =

√
meǫ0
nee2

. (4.4)

Here me is the electron mass and ne denotes the electron density. The more “inert“

ions then equilibrate with themselves on a slightly longer timescale, set by the inverse

ion plasma frequency ωp,i

τi = ω−1
p,i =

√
miǫ0
nie2

. (4.5)

In analogy to the notations above, mi stands for the ion mass and ni is the ion

density. Finally the plasma expands into the surrounding vacuum on the slowest of

all involved timescales set by the hydrodynamic time

τexp =

√

mi ρpl(t = 0)

kBTe(t = 0)
, (4.6)

where ρpl is the plasma radius.

Directly after photoionization, the charge distribution is neutral everywhere. Be-

cause of the initial kinetic energy of the electrons Ekin,e , given by the energy dif-
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the potential energy seen by a ”test electron” (in the

absence of an electric stray field) at different stages of the plasma formation through

photoionization. In (a) the initial kinetic energy Ekin,e of the electrons exceeds the

well depth and all electrons escape the ionized gas. At t ≈ 10 ns the resulting

potential well equals Ekin,e , trapping the remaining electrons (b). The bottom of

the potential well is flat due to Debye screening. When the electrons thermalize in

the well, evaporation occurs yielding an increasing well depth (c), which cools the

electrons slightly, that is why the double-arrow indicating Ekin,e is smaller in (c).

(Adapted from [Killian et al., 1999].)

ference between the (ionization laser) photon energy and the ionization potential,

the electron cloud begins to expand. The resulting charge imbalance creates a local

positive electric field, which forms an attractive potential for electrons. If the pro-

duced potential well never becomes deeper than the initial kinetic energy Ekin,e , all

electrons escape from the ionized gas due to Coulomb explosion (see Fig. 4.2 a). But,

if enough atoms are photoionized, just an outer sphere of electrons escapes, and the

potential well becomes deep enough to trap the remaining electrons (see Fig. 4.2 b).

Electrons allocated in the potential well redistribute their energy via collisions that

happen within 10 - 100 ns. Evaporation occurs when charges are promoted to ener-

gies above the trap depth. During this evaporation process, the potential well depth

increases (see Fig. 4.2 c) and and the electrons cool slightly. After a time ≈ 1µs

evaporation essentially stops [Killian et al., 1999].

The mentioned electron trapping effect can be described by a position-dependent

trapping potential U(r) [Killian et al., 2007]. The last electron which leaves the

plasma has to overcome a potential well which is formed by the ions in the absence

of neutralizing electrons. At threshold, the depth of this well equals Ekin,e . The
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density profile of the ions follows the Gaussian density profile of neutral atoms given

in Eq. A.4 on page 94. In the present case, the peak density n0 has to be substituted

by the peak ion density n0,i = Ntot,i/
(
2πρ2

pl

)3/2
, with the total number of ions Ntot,i .

Then the electrostatic potential produced by this positive charge distribution can

be written as

U (r,Ntot,i) = −
∫

e2

4πǫ0 |r − r′| n0,i(r
′) dr′ = −Ntot,i

e2

4πǫ0r
erf

{

r
√

2ρpl

}

, (4.7)

where erf {·} is the error function (see Fig. 4.2). The depth of the potential well is

given by its value at the center r = 0,

U (0, Ntot,i) = −
√

2

π

Ntot,i e
2

4πǫ0ρpl

. (4.8)

When −U (0, Ntot,i) is equal to the electron kinetic energy Ekin,e , the last electron

is hindered to leave the potential well (see Fig. 4.2 b). In other words, the minimum

number of ions necessary to trap electrons, defined as N∗, is found from Ekin,e =

−U (0, N∗).

Interestingly, the threshold condition Ntot,i = N∗ is mathematically equivalent

to λD = ρpl. This is a manifestation of the condition stated at the beginning of this

chapter, namely the size of the system ρpl has to exceed the characteristic length

scale λD on which local charge imbalances are screened. If λD > ρpl, the electrons

are free to escape to infinity, but if λD < ρpl, electrons are trapped by the ion cloud

and a neutral plasma is formed.

4.1.2 Experimental realization of an ultracold neutral plasma

created via photoionization

Ultracold experiments have so far not been well-established in our group, which is

why this section as well as Section 4.1.4 can be seen as a consistency check to what

has been observed in other well understood systems.

To achieve a maximum launch state population for the second excitation step, the

first excitation step was tuned to the resonance of the intermediate 5P3/2 state (i.e.

δREX= 0 MHz). The 480 nm laser was tuned 497 GHz above the ionization threshold.

This frequency converts into an energy surplus ∆E, which is imparted to the now

separated electrons and ions as kinetic energy. Since the electrons are much lighter

than the 87Rb+ ions, they essentially take away the entire energy surplus. Here

this corresponds to an initial kinetic energy Ekin,e of the electrons of 3.29× 10−22 J
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(780 nm)

MOTRydberg atoms

2nd excitation step
(480 nm)

Figure 4.3: For all experimental data displayed in Chapter 3 and 4excitation

to Rydberg sates or photoionization was carried out with two counter-propagating

excitation beams. For geometric reasons (i.e. λD < ρpl or λD < ρMOT respectively)

plasma formation was only possible with excitation beams with waists nearly as big

as the diameter of the atom cloud. In this case the shape of the UCP / excited gas

deviates only slightly from the shape of the initial atom cloud.

(∼ 2 meV). This is equivalent to an initial electron temperature of Te ∼ 23 K. From

momentum conservation laws one can derive the initial ion kinetic energy to be

Ekin,i = ∆E
me

mi

, (4.9)

where mi is the mass of the 87Rb+ ion. Here this yielded an initial ion temperature

of only Ti = 0.15 mK.

In order to photoionize the cloud, two counter-propagating excitation beams (see

Fig. 4.3) were shone into the vacuum chamber. Excitation pulses with a duration of

33µs and laser powers of PREX = 2.5 mW and P480 = 63 mW were applied.

We observed that plasma formation was only possible when excitation beams

with waists nearly as big as the diameter of the atom cloud were used. That is why,

at the expense of high peak laser intensities, no lenses were used. It turned out

that the laser power here is not as critical as the size of the excited volume. Using

excitation beams with big waists, we were able to illuminate the entire MOT (see

Fig. 4.3). In this way, the plasma formation criterion, namely λD < ρpl, could be

fulfilled. This is not necessarily guaranteed for a cigar shaped excitation volume.

It was discovered that plasma formation preferentially sets in when the magnetic

trapping fields of the magneto-optical trap were not switched off during photoioniza-

tion and subsequent detection. We assume that in this manner an electron guiding

field is provided, which confines the electrons to a helical trajectory, hindering them

to leave the ionized cloud immediately.

First signatures of plasma formation via direct photoionization were seen for

excitation times longer than 4µs. The plasma detection was done by means of a
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Figure 4.4: Detector wiring for UCP detection. The detector consists of the

Chevron-MCPs (MCP1 & MCP2), the Grids (Grid 1 & Grid 2) and the field plates

(FP1 & FP2), which are all housed by the vacuum chamber. For all measurements

presented in this chapter only MCP 1 is used. The voltages are chosen such that

negatively charged particles can be detected. A voltage ramp fed to field plate 1

(FP1) allows for state selective detection of electrons either emerging from an UCP

(see Fig 4.5), from a Rydberg gas (see Fig 4.7 (b)) or from both (see Fig 4.7 (c)).

micro channel plate (MCP) in Chevron configuration, which converts single ions

into electron bunches. The electrons are collected on an anode, which is biased on a

small attractive potential with respect to the back side of the Chevron stack. For all

measurements presented in this chapter only MCP 1 was used (see Fig 4.4). A 780 V

field ramp was fed to field plate 1 (FP 1) and was raised within 55µs (see Fig 4.5 (b))

to detect trapped electrons originating from the created plasma. A typical detection

signal is shown in Fig. 4.5 (a). Electron trapping is revealed by a voltage peak,

produced by the plasma electrons incident on the MCP.

4.1.3 Spontaneous evolution of a dense Rydberg gas into an

ultracold plasma

In an ultracold plasma with electron and ion densities of 1010 cm−3 the typical dis-

tance from an electron to an ion is 1µm, while for a Rydberg atom with principal

quantum number n = 50 the distance between the electron and the ionic core is

∼ 0.01µm. Thus one might regard the ultracold plasma as the “continuum limit”

of a cold Rydberg gas. This “continuum limit” is reached when a dense cloud of

ultracold Rydberg atoms spontaneously autoionizes and eventually evolves into an

ultracold neutral plasma. After plasma formation, the dynamics is very similar to
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Figure 4.5: Experimental evidence for the creation of an UCP via direct pho-

toionization. Here the laser was tuned 497 GHz above the ionization continuum,

corresponding to an initial kinetic energy Ekin,e of the electrons of 3.29× 10−22 J

(∼ 2 meV). In order to photoionize the cloud, excitation pulses with a duration of

33 µs and laser powers of PREX = 2.5mW and P480 = 63 mW were applied. Af-

ter an evolution time ∆t=34µs, a 780 V field ramp (b) was raised with in 55µs

to detect trapped electrons originating from created plasma. Electron trapping is

manifested by a voltage peak on the MCP (a) arising after ∼ 100 ns after the field

ramp has set in. The time delay between the ramp onset and the electron detection

is due to three effects: signal propagation delay, finite electron time of flight and

the overcome of the trapping potential.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution dynamics of a dense frozen Rydberg gas to a plasma. The

initial ionization (a) is due to collisions between cold Rydberg atoms, where fast

electrons leave the cloud. After the Rydberg atoms have been ionized, electrons are

trapped by the macroscopic positive charge (b). The trapping process is similar to

the one depicted in Fig. 4.2. However the initial kinetic energy of the electrons Ekin,e

cannot be controlled here. The trapped electrons pass back and forth through the

cloud of Rydberg atoms, quickly ionizing them in an avalanche, which finally yields

a ultracold plasma (c). (Picture adapted from [Amthor et al., 2008].)

the evolution of a system created by direct photoionization, as described in the pre-

vious two sections. However the plasma is formed on a slightly longer timescale,

since the ionization does not occur instantly but incorporates various processes.

Dependent on the excited state in which the Rydberg gas is prepared two dif-

ferent scenarios triggering the initial ionization are likely to occur. For n< 50, the

ionization due to blackbody radiation [Robinson et al., 2000; Amthor et al., 2007a;

Beterov et al., 2007], emitted by the surrounding experimental setup at 300 Kiii

becomes dominant and is likely to be the initial ionization event. This initial

ionization effect does not play the major role for n> 50, where attractive dipole–

dipole and van der Waals interactions pull Rydberg atoms together and dominate

the ionization process [Li et al., 2005; Amthor et al., 2007b]. Similar to the cir-

cumstances described in Section 4.1.1 free electrons leave the ionized cloud (see

Fig. 4.6 (a)), until a macroscopic positive charge of cold ions accumulates to trap

the electrons subsequently produced in the MOT volume (see Fig. 4.6 (b)). Once

electrons are trapped in the MOT volume they collide with the remaining Rydberg

iiiThe strong effect of black-body radiation on Rydberg atoms has its origin in the large matrix

elements of bound-bound and bound-free transitions between Rydberg states in the microwave

and far infrared spectral range. For instance at T =300 K the black-body radiation-induced ion-

ization rates for the 20D Rydberg state and the 65D Rydberg state are 540Hz and 179 Hz respec-

tively [Beterov et al., 2007].
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atoms several times. Because of the large ionization cross sections of Rydberg atoms

avalanche ionization ensues [Vitrant et al., 1982], which results in plasma formation

(see Fig. 4.6 (c)). During the avalanche, ℓ-changing electron–Rydberg collisions,

n-changing electron–Rydberg collisions, electron–Rydberg ionizing collisions, and

Penning ionizing Rydberg–Rydberg collisions all play a role [Walz-Flannigan et al.,

2004; Pohl et al., 2003]. The dynamics of electrons in plasmas created in this way,

such as the equilibrium temperature after the first few tens of nanoseconds, is cur-

rently being investigated.

4.1.4 Experimental evidence for the development of an ul-

tracold Rydberg gas into a plasma

To study the second plasma formation process, that is to say, the evolution of a

dense Rydberg gas to a plasma, a sequence of experiments was performed, where

atoms were excited to the 62D3/2 Rydberg state. D states were chosen here, since

they experience attractive van der Waals interactions [Singer et al., 2005]. Due to

large ionization cross sections for Rydberg–Rydberg collisions [Olson, 1979], this

gives rise to a quick autoionization [Amthor et al., 2007b; Li et al., 2005] of the

Rydberg gas, which eventually converts into a plasma. In our case 2µs excitation

pulses and excitation laser powers of PREX = 275µW and P480 = 24.5 mW were

used to prepare the Rydberg gas. Analogously to Fig. 4.5 (b) a 110 V field ramp

was raised within 20µs to detect electrons originating either from Rydberg atoms or

from the formed plasma. As the ramp rises it first frees electrons weakly bound to

the plasma (similar to Fig. 4.5 (a)), then it ionizes any bound Rydberg atoms, and

accelerates the freed electrons towards the MCP detector. In this way we detect a

time resolved MCP signal which typically has two components, an early one due to

the plasma electrons and a later one as a result of the Rydberg electrons. Examples

are shown in Fig. 4.7 for various delay times ∆t .

Shortly after the excitation pulse, with a ∆t = 1µs delay, there are predominantly

Rydberg atoms (see Fig. 4.7 (a)) evident by a dispersion-like MCP-signal occurring

after 1.5µs time of flight. The signal shows a dispersion shape because a capacitance

is used to decouple the AC current signals arising from impact of electron packages

from the DC potential of the anode. Since this arrangement represent a highpass

filter, long electron bunches result in oscilloscope traces comprising overshoots. If

required an analytic correction to the measured traces may be applied to recover

the original signal [Mikosch, 2007]. Around t = 0.5µs voltage spikes can be seen (see

Fig. 4.7), which result from a crosstalk between different devices.
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Figure 4.7: Experimental evidence for the development of an ultracold Rydberg

gas into a plasma. As starting point of this experiment sequence, Rydberg atoms in

the attractively interacting 62D3/2 states were excited with an 2 µs excitation pulse.

The excitation laser powers were PREX = 275 µW and P480 = 24.5mW. After an

evolution time ∆t, a 110 V field ramp was raised to detect electrons originating

either from Rydberg atoms or from the emerged plasma. After ∆t=1µs (a) just

the electrons accruing from the Rydberg cloud are visible on the MCP signal. In

(b) Rydberg redistribution effects can be seen for an evolution time of ∆t=11µs.

After ∆t=21µs (c), the threshold condition for electron trapping in a fractionally

ionized Rydberg gas is satisfied and the Rydberg gas has converted to a plasma.

This gives rise to a prompt electron signal, visible ∼ 200 ns after the field ramp is

raised.
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Rydberg states ionize at an electric field (in atomic units) given approximately

by [Gallagher, 1994]

EI = 1/(16n4) . (4.10)

For instance the 62D3/2 Rydberg state is ionized by electrical fields higher than

EI = 21 V/cm. Equation 4.10 implies that higher-lying states are ionized earlier in

the field ramp, and the temporal dependence of the Rydberg signal can be used

to further infer the final Rydberg state distribution. This fact can be applied to

interpret the data displayed in Fig. 4.7 (b). Here a redistribution of Rydberg states

to higher-lying states (appearing earlier in the MCP signal) is apparent, after an

evolution time of 11µs. This redistribution is due to inelastic ℓ-changing and n-

mixing collisions between electrons and Rydberg atoms which have been predicted

to be significant in cold Rydberg gases [Walz-Flannigan et al., 2004; Robicheaux

and Hanson, 2002]. These collisions predominantly cause redistribution to states

with principal quantum numbers higher than that of the initially excited Rydberg

state. Rydberg–Rydberg collisions on the other hand (almost) certainly lead to

Penning ionization [McGeoch et al., 1988; Cheret et al., 1982]

Rb∗∗ + Rb∗∗ −→ Rb+ + Rb∗ + e− , (4.11)

where Rb∗∗ labels the initially excited Rydberg sate. In this collisional process, the

ionization energy of one atom is taken from the deexcitation of its collision partner

to a lower n-state, assigned as Rb∗. The n-states allowed after the ionization have

quantum numbers n′ < n/
√

2 since the final state of the atom must have at least

twice the binding energy of the original atom [Robicheaux, 2005]. In the present

case this means that there should also be a population of Rydberg states with n< 44.

Consulting Eq. 4.10 again, electric ionization fields EI higher than 83 V/cm would be

necessary to visualize this redistribution effect. For the chosen ramp slope, however

this field magnitude is reached after a ramping time of 11µs, which is beyond the

recorded time range of Fig. 4.7.

As seen in Fig. 4.7 (c), the threshold condition for electron trapping in a frac-

tionally ionized Rydberg gas is satisfied after an evolution time ∆t = 21µs and the

Rydberg gas has been converted to a plasma. As in Fig. 4.5 (a) this gives rise to

a prompt electron signal. This signal dominates the crosstalk-spikes and is visible

∼ 200 ns after the field ramp is raised. To verify electron trapping and hence plasma

formation, the experiment was repeated while a small static field of a few V/cm was

switched on. Here the prompt electron peak could not be seen, presumably because

the electrons could not be trapped in the presence of the the electric background

field.
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4.2 Anion formation in Rydberg gases

The measurements on the evolution of an ultracold Rydberg gas into an ultracold

plasma, shown in the previous section served as a starting point for the investigation

of an phenomenon which might occur in ultracold Rydberg gases, that is the for-

mation of anions. Under different experimental circumstances than in the envisaged

case, i.e. in experiments with dense room temperature gases, negative-ion formation

in collisional reactions between Rydberg atoms could be demonstrated [Ciocca et al.,

1986; Cheret and Barbier, 1984]. However, to our knowledge, such a collisional an-

ion formation has not been observed in an ultracold sample, yet. That is why the

remainder of this chapter is dedicated to the search for anions in ultracold Rydberg

gases.

Collisions involving Rydberg atoms can be divided in into two classes [Gallagher,

1994]. These classes mainly differ in the interaction range between the Rydberg atom

and its collisional partneriv , relative to the size of the Rydberg atom:

• Collisions in which the collisional partner interacts separately with the ionic

core and the Rydberg electron, belong to the first class. For example, when

a Rydberg atom interacts with a neutral molecule the longest range atom-

molecule interaction is a van der Waals interaction with a potential varying as

1/R6, resulting in a vanishingly small interaction for R greater than the orbital

radius r of the Rydberg atom. Here R is the internuclear distance between

the Rydberg atom and the molecule. As a consequence, appreciable interac-

tion only takes place, when the molecule penetrates the Rydberg electron’s

orbit. Once the molecule is inside the Rydberg electron’s orbit it can interact

separately with the charged ionic core and the Rydberg electron.

• In the second class of collisions the collision partner interacts with the Rydberg

atom as a whole. For instance, a Rydberg atom interacting with a charged

particle is a charge–dipole interaction described by a 1/R2 interaction poten-

tial, and the resonant dipole–dipole interaction between two Rydberg atoms

has a 1/R3 interaction potential.

In collision experiments investigating collisions of the first class, anion formation

was also observed. [West et al., 1976] demonstrated the attachment of Rydberg

electrons to halogen bearing SF6 molecules, which yielded negative molecular ions

as reaction products. Moreover it was found that at high n, the rate constants

ivHere, the collisional partner can be a second Rydberg atom, of course.
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for attachment of electrons donated from Rydberg atoms are identical to those for

attachment of free electrons. However, at low n, the rate constants fall below the

free electron value [Hildebrandt et al., 1978; West et al., 1976].

4.2.1 Possible anion formation processes in our system

For experiments performed with our setup, only collisional processes of the second

category can be considered. Possible anion formation processes could be

Rb∗∗ + e−pl −→ Rb− + Ekin, Rb− ,

Rb + e−pl −→ Rb− + Ekin, Rb− , (4.12)

where the double asterisk labels a Rydberg atom. In this postulated reaction the

electron stems from an ultracold plasma and interacts with a rubidium Rydberg gas

or a ground state gas coexisting with the plasma. Experiments investigating this

reaction will be described in Section 4.2.3. Another collisional reaction is

Rb∗∗ + Rb −→ Rb− + Rb+ + E , (4.13)

where negative ion is produced in collisions between a Rydberg atom and a ground

state atom. This was proved to play a role in hot and densely filled vapor cells [Cheret

and Barbier, 1984; Ciocca et al., 1986]. Finally

Rb∗∗ + Rb∗∗ −→ Rb− + Rb+ + E , (4.14)

represents a highly exothermic formation of a ground state ion and a ground state

anion through collisions involving two Rydberg atoms. Here the precise energy

disposal is uncertain. The simplest case would be the share of kinetic energy but a

radiative ion-pair formation could also be possible. This reaction has been observed

in a hot and dense laser-excited sodium vapor and [Ciocca et al., 1986] report that

this process becomes dominant for high principal quantum numbers n.

In order to examine if such a reaction also takes place in an ultracold Rydberg gas,

estimations following [Ciocca et al., 1986] have been made. According to [Cheret

and Barbier, 1984] the temperature-dependent rate coefficient k− for anion formation

is given by

k− =

∫ ∞

0

σf(v) v dv . (4.15)

Here, σ is the collision cross section of a Rydberg atom, which we assume to be its

geometrical cross section (i.e. σ = πr2
Ryd) for a coarse estimation. With the orbital
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radius rRyd of the Rydberg electron the approximated collision cross section then

becomes

σ = πr2
Ryd = π

(

4πǫ0
~

2

e2me

n2

)2

. (4.16)

Furthermore the three dimensional Maxwellian velocity distribution

f(v) =

√

2

π

(
mRb

kBT

)3/2

v2 exp

{

− mRbv
2

2kBT

}

(4.17)

has to be taken into account, where mRb is the mass of the 87Rb atom, kB is

the Boltzmann constant, and v is the velocity of the collision partners. T is the

temperature, which will in our case be six orders of magnitude smaller compared to

the vapor cell experiments. Following [Ciocca et al., 1986] the number of anions Q−

produced per laser shot can be approximated by

Q− =
κ

2

(
n2

Ryd V τn,ℓ k
−
)
, (4.18)

where κ is the detection efficiency, and nRyd is the density of Rydberg atoms. V is the

interaction volume, which in our case is the size of the ultracold atom cloud. Finally

τn,ℓ is the lifetime of the excited Rydberg atom, which depends on the principal

quantum number n and the angular momentum ℓ of the considered Rydberg statev .

Using these formulae we can compare the estimations made herewith to the

parameters mentioned in [Ciocca et al., 1986]. On the other hand we can use the

derived equations to make predictions whether or not the ion-pair formation rate

also allows for collisional anion production in an ultracold Rydberg gas under these

assumptions. To do so, the parameters listed in Table 4.1 were inserted in the

Equations (4.15) – (4.18). For reasons of simplicity a detection efficiency of κ= 1

(i.e. 100%) was assumed and with this the values listed in Table 4.2 were obtained.

Comparing the second and third column of Table 4.2, one can see that these simple

calculations can qualitatively reproduce the allegations in [Ciocca et al., 1986].

When contrasting the last two columns of Table 4.2, one can see that the values for

the rate coefficient k− for anion production differ by three orders of magnitude for

the considered cases. This is because the Maxwellian velocity distribution changes

dramatically, when lowering the temperature by six orders of magnitude from room

temperature to microkelvin temperatures. Due to the fact that the Rydberg gas

density nRyd enters quadratically in the calculation of Q− (see Equation 4.18) strong

vEspecially for low n, the lifetime-reducing blackbody radiation effects [Gallagher and Cooke,

1979] have to be taken into account. More details about the calculation of lifetimes of Rydberg

states can be found in [Gounand et al., 1979; Theodosiou, 1984; Gallagher, 1994].
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Quantity dense room temperature gas ultracold Rydberg gas

n 20 (∗) 20

ℓ 2 (∗) 2

rRyd 21.2·10−9 m = 400 a0 21.2·10−9 m = 400 a0

τ20D 6.05µs 6.05µs

T 300 K (∗) 100µK

nRyd 9.5·1017 m−3 (∗) 1·1014 m−3

V 6.1·10−12 m3 6.1·10−12 m3

Table 4.1: Parameters substituted into the Equations (4.15) – (4.18) in order to

compare the experimental circumstances of a hot and dense Rydberg gas with the

experimental circumstances of a dilute ultracold Rydberg gas. The quantities which

are marked with (∗) are taken from [Ciocca et al., 1986].

Quantity allegation in [Ciocca

et al., 1986]

estimation for dense

room temperature

gas

prediction for ultra-

cold Rydberg gas

σ− 1·10−16 m2 1.4·10−15 m2 1.4·10−15 m2

k− 1·10−13 m3/s 3.8·10−13 m3/s 2.2·10−16 m3/s

Q− 6.3·106 4.0·10−5

Table 4.2: Using Equations (4.15) – (4.18) a comparison between the allegations

made in [Ciocca et al., 1986], the experimental circumstances of a hot and densely

filled vapor cell and the experimental circumstances of a dilute ultracold Rydberg

gas is undertaken. All calculations were made with the parameters mentioned in

Table 4.1. The detection efficiency was assumed to be κ=1 (i.e. 100%). As one

can see, the expected number of anions Q− produced per laser shot in an ultracold

Rydberg gas is eleven orders of magnitude smaller than in the case of a hot and

densely filled vapor cell!
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distinctions are expected here as well. Because typical Rydberg atom densities in

ultra cold gases are nRyd ∼ 1014 m−3, whereas typical Rydberg atom densities in

vapor cells are nRyd ∼ 1018 m−3, a difference of eight orders of magnitude can be

derived. Multiplying these factors yields an expected number of anions Q− in an

ultracold Rydberg gas produced per laser shot which is eleven orders of magnitude

smaller than in a dense room temperature gas.

Applied to the circumstances of ultracold Rydberg gases, this simple estimation

does not argue for an anion formation via Rydberg–Rydberg collisions. But a ques-

tion which so far remains unanswered is if these simple estimations are applicable to

ultracold cases, or if other physical processes become dominant which promote the

anion formation. The only way to answer this question is to perform experiments.

But before, our experimental approach shell be sketched.

4.2.2 Experimental approach

Similar to the experimental approach introduced in Section 4.1.2, we adapted our

setup to the detection of negative particles, as shown in Fig. 4.4 on page 44, where we

again chose a MCP voltage of +2200 V. This magnitude is slightly higher (∼ 13%)

than for our normal operational mode. The increased voltage results in an enhanced

detection sensitivity, because the gain of a Chevron-MCP scales linearly with the

applied voltage [Wiza, 1979]. When increasing the MCP voltage, more secondary

electrons are produced in each channel of the MCP, yielding a stronger detection

signal. Rather than applying a voltage ramp to the grids, direct switching of the

grids was pursued in the following experiments, since no state selective detection

was necessary here. According to Fig. 4.3 on page 43, the entire trapped atom cloud

was illuminated with the two excitation laser beams, to produce a large interaction

zone as well as a big amount of collision partners.

Since the (ground state) anions should be detected via time of flight, a simple

simulation of charged particle dynamics inside our detector was carried out. To do

so, Newtons equations of motion were solved for charged particles moving in the

presence of an electric potential U(x, t) produced by the detector, which consists of

the field plates, the grids and the MCP (see Fig. 4.8). The equation of motion

ẍ(t) = − q

mRb−

Etot(x, t) (4.19)
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Figure 4.8: Anion trajectories inside the detector. The black trajectory illustrates

the dynamics of a negative ion which is accelerated by an instantly applied voltages

of −100 V fed to field plate 2 (FP2) and of 407 V fed to the front facet of the MCP.

In this case an anion time of flight of 4.48µs is expected. Incorporating finite rising

behaviors of the switches (see text) yields an anion time of flight of 9.26µs. The

right hand side of the figure shows the detector and its dimensions.

was solved with respect to x(t), where Etot(x, t) is composed of

Etot(x, t) =







UFP 2−UGrid 2

x2
−x2 − x1/2 ≤ x

UFP 1−UFP 2

x1
−x1/2 < x ≤ x1/2

UGrid 1−UFP 1

x2
x1/2 < x ≤ x1/2 + x2

UMCP 1−Ugrid 1

x3
x1/2 + x2 < x

, (4.20)

where UFP2 , UFP 1 , UGrid 1 , and UMCP1 are the voltages applied to field plate 2

(FP 2), field plate 1 (FP 1), Grid 1 and MCP 1, respectively. The distances x1 , x2 ,

and x3 are labeled in Fig. 4.8 and amount to x1 = 13.2 mm, x2 = 30 mm, and x3 =

8 mm. In order to solve Newtons equation of motion it was assumed that the anion

is initially situated at the center of the atom cloud, i.e. x(0) = 0 and that the anion

is at rest, i.e. ẋ(0) = 0.

A diagram illustrating the simulated anion trajectory is shown in Fig. 4.8, where

the chosen detection voltages as well as a schematic of the detector are depicted next

to the diagram. If a negative potential of UFP2 =−100 V is instantly applied to field

plate 2 (FP 2) and if field plate 1 (FP 1) is grounded, the anion is accelerated towards

FP 1. Once the anion has passed FP 1 it crosses the potential-free region between
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FP 1 and Grid 1 with a constant velocity before it is finally accelerated towards the

front facet of the MCP due to an accelerating voltage of UMCP1 = 407 V. With this

wiring we would expect to detect an anion after a time of flight of 4.48µs. This

however is a simplified picture, since in reality the accelerating voltages cannot be

applied instantly, but follow a certain device-specific rising behavior. That is why

the time of flight obtained through the trajectory shown in black in Fig. 4.8, just

serves as a lower boundary. If one would for example simulate the switch-on with

an error function to describe the rising behavior of the switches more adequately,

longer time of flights are expected. For a rising behavior described by an error

function, which rises to its maximum value within a rising time of 0.1µs, one would

expect the anions to be detectable after a time of flight of 9.26µs. The fact that the

accelerating voltage still rises while the anion is already set in motion can be seen

in a delayed fly by at FP 1 and a smaller velocity in the field free region (see green

trajectory in Fig. 4.8). In conclusion we expect to detect an anion after a time of

flight ranging from ∼4.5µs to ∼9.5µs, for the present case.

When performing preliminary measurements with the detector, an unexpected

detector signal with a periodic structure was observed. In the oscilloscope trace

shown in Fig. 4.9 one can see peaks appearing with a periodicity of 3.7µs. When

looking at the dynamics of positive ions inside the detector this periodic structure

can also be understood with our simple model. In the case illustrated in the upper

part of Fig. 4.9 a negative potential of UFP 2 =−494 V was applied to FP 2. This

creates a potential minimum for positive ions in which they oscillate back and forth

around FP 2. Each time the ions pass the field plate, some electrons are released from

the metal. Free electrons produced at the side of the filed plate pointing towards the

MCP are accelerated towards the detector within ∼5 ns and account for a signal.

To adapt the oscillation period in the simulation to the recorded data a negative

simulation potential of UFP2,Sim = -540 V had to be chosen. This value is 9.31% higher

the the actually applied voltage of UFP 2 =−494 V. This discrepancy is however not

ominous, since the separation (x1 ,x2 , and x3) between the detector components are

not known to a higher precision than mentioned. Moreover, when applying voltages

as high as in the present case, the metal meshes of the field plates and the grids

start to bend slightly, which of course influences their mutual separations. Besides

this a small voltage error of the switches is also possible. In conclusion this shows

that by means of this simple model, we are able to describe the dynamics of charged

particles inside the detector in an accurate way.

The understanding of the detector signals also allows to eliminate the “echo

peaks” visible in Fig. 4.9. This can be done by switching Grid 2 to UGrid 2 =−494 V
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Figure 4.9: Contrary to Fig. 4.8 the upper part of this figure shows the trajectory of

a positive ion inside the detector. The chosen detector wiring imprints a oscillatory

motion to the 87Rb+ ions. Each time the 87Rb+ ions approach FP2 a certain

fraction of them will hit FP2, where electrons will be freed due to the ion impact.

If the MCP facing side of FP2 is hit the freed electrons are eventually detected by

the MCP. This gives rise to the “echo peaks” appearing with a periodicity of 3.7µs,

as shown in the lower part of this figure. Analogous to Fig. 4.8 the right hand side

of this figure shows the detector and its wiring. At the expense of a 9.31% voltage

error the MCP signal could be reconstructed with the simple model described in the

section.
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after half an oscillation period of the 87Rb+ ion (i.e. after∼ 1.8µs). At this point

of time, the positive ion is at rest and the potential surface in which the anion

is situated, has just converted to a horizontal plane, because of switching Grid 2

to UGrid 2 =−494 V. On this flat potential surface the 87Rb+ ion then remains at

rest. As a consequence no further electron bunches can be stroke out of one of the

detector constituents. It is however not possible to eliminate the first peak (visible

after ∼ 0.6µs), because in any case the positive ions will pass FP 2 once, whereby a

certain fraction of ion “projectiles” strikes out electrons as described above.

In order to further improve the detection sensitivity of the apparatus, a weak

100 ns electric field pulse was applied prior the actual detection. This pulse was

applied in such a manner that “unwanted” electrons bypass the MCP. These “un-

wanted” electrons originate from ionized Rydberg atoms. Because this “cleaning

pulse” is weak and short it does not affect the motion of the ∼1.5×105 times heavier

positive or negative rubidium ions. For the possible anion detection this guarantees

a clean signal with a high signal to noise ratio.

4.2.3 Search for anions in an ultracold gas consisting of a

plasma and a Rydberg gas

In a first set of experiments, we started with an ultracold sample in which a Rydberg

gas is coexisting with a plasma. Following our postulated reactions

Rb∗∗ + e−pl −→ Rb− + Ekin, Rb− ,

Rb + e−pl −→ Rb− + Ekin, Rb− , (4.21)

we tried to use the plasma as an electron donor, in which besides the embedded Ryd-

berg atoms, quasi free electrons are available in a confined volume formed by the

electron trapping mechanism described in Section 4.1.3. The presence of the plasma

”electron trap”is critical for electron–Rydberg atom collisions [Walz-Flannigan et al.,

2004]. Without the ”electron trap”, freed electrons would pass through the partly

ionized atom cloud only once and escape on a nanosecond time scale (see Fig. 4.6 (a)

on page 46). But, for trapped electrons, the interaction time between an electron

and the Rydberg gas can increase over 1000-fold. This greatly increases the proba-

bilities of all collisional processes between Rydberg atoms and electrons, which may

eventually form anions.

In a similar manner as described in Section 4.1.4 Rydberg atoms in the attrac-

tively interacting 62D3/2 states were excited with a 10µs excitation pulse. The

excitation laser powers were PREX = 17µW and P480 = 84 mW. After a minimal
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Figure 4.10: Anion search in an ultracold sample consisting of a Rydberg gas and

a plasma. Rydberg atoms in the 62D3/2 states were excited with an 10 µs excitation

pulse. For this purpose the excitation laser powers were PREX = 17µW and P480 =

84 mW. After a minimal evolution time ∆t∼ 12µs a plasma–Rydberg gas mixture

has formed, evident by the truncated MCP signal at t ∼ 0µs. As mentioned in

Section 4.2.2 the peak at t ∼ 0.6µs due to electrons stroke out of FP2 can not be

eliminated. The time period in which an anion detection is expected is shaded in

gray. However no clear evidence for anion formation in this constellation is seen.

evolution time ∆t∼ 12µs a plasma has formed which is coexisting with the Rydberg

gas. The now “echo-peak-free” detection of negatively charged particles was done

as described in the previous section. Here the electric “cleaning pulse” was weak so

that the plasma“electron trap”was not destroyed. An obtained detection signal can

be seen in Fig. 4.10. Exploiting the time of flight simulation, we determined a time

range in which we would expect to detect anions that have been formed through

collisions of plasma electrons and Rydberg atoms. For the present case this range

stretches out from 2.1µs to 5.6µs, where again an onset characteristic of 0.1µs of

the Behlke-switch which drives FP 2 was assumed. This time period is shaded in

gray in Fig. 4.10. Even though applying magnetic guiding fields which confine the

electrons to a helical trajectory (impeding them to leave the plasma–Rydberg gas

mixture immediately), and a varying the evolution time of the system, Fig. 4.10

shows no clear signature of anion formation. A reason for this might be the plasma

electron temperature Te.
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Currently the plasma electron temperature is an intensively discussed object of

computational and experimental research. And the community seems to be split into

two parties. While [Roberts et al., 2004; Kuzmin and O’Neil, 2002] report on electron

temperature of an ultracold plasma (formed via photoionization) of several tens of K,

[Fletcher et al., 2007] claim electron temperatures in the sub-K regime. As far as we

know and as mentioned in Section 4.1.3, to date no research — neither computational

nor experimental — on the electron temperature of an ultracold plasma formed

via the spontaneous evolution of a dense Rydberg gas into an ultracold plasma,

has been undertaken. But assuming high electron temperatures in our case yields

two consequences: Firstly when the plasma electrons are too fast, they will most

likely interact with the remaining Rydberg atoms via ionizing collisions, where more

positive ions rather than negative ions are produced. Secondly, a high electron

temperature results in a quickly expanding plasma [Killian et al., 2007]. By this a

sufficiently long overlap between the plasma and the Rydberg gas, which expands

on a longer time scale, might not be guaranteed anymore. This means even though

the collision probability is increased dramatically [Walz-Flannigan et al., 2004] the

interaction time in which collisions between plasma electrons and Rydberg atoms

can occur is very short. This might explain the fact that no anions seem to be

formed in this constellation.

4.2.4 Search for anions in an ultracold Rydberg gas

In order to answer the question if these simple estimations made in Section 4.2.1 are

applicable to the ion formation process

Rb∗∗ + Rb∗∗ −→ Rb− + Rb+ + E (4.14)

in ultracold Rydberg gases, we undertook careful investigations, following the tech-

niques described in Section 4.2.2. Instead of waiting till plasma formation sets in,

the experiment cycle was terminated after shorter evolution times. For short ex-

citation times (∼ 1µs) and common excitation beam intensities the system could

be studied up to 20µs without plasma formation yet to begin. From Section 4.2.3

we know that for longer excitation times (∼ 10µs) the system already evolves to a

plasma after ∼ 12µs. In a systematic search with excitation times ranging from 1µs

to 10µs and “plasma-free” evolution times spanning a time period from 100 ns to

20µs, experiments were performed with a Rydberg gas excited to 60D3/2 states and

with a Rydberg gas excited to 42D5/2 states.
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In the same time we also checked if the reaction

Rb∗∗ + Rb −→ Rb− + Rb+ + E (4.13)

plays a role in ultracold Rydberg gases. In this case, negative ions are produced in

collision between Rydberg atoms and ground state atoms. For these investigations

we additionally varied the ratio between Rydberg atoms and ground state atoms.

This can be done in a simple manner. As introduced in Fig. 2.1 on page 14 a

repumping laser running on the
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 1

〉
→

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 2
〉

transition is used

to pump the atoms, which accidentally ended up in the dark hyperfine ground state

F=1, back into the cooling cycle
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
	

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 3
〉
. Hence, when the

repuming laser is switched off, a certain fraction of the atoms falls back into the

dark hyperfine ground state. To conduct the ground state fraction, the repumping

laser was switched off before the cooling laser. When increasing the time delay

between the switch-off of the two laser, more ground state atoms are accumulated.

This tendency can be visualized with a photodiode which collects the fluorescence

emitted by the atom cloud. Here an exponential decrease of the cloud fluorescence

can be observed .

However, despite our high detection sensitivity and the systematic variation of

experimental parameters no time of flight signals could be found, which indicate

the formation anions. This also allows the conclusion that none of the discussed

collisional reactions happens in the regime of ultracold temperatures. The experi-

mental circumstances of dilute and frozen Rydberg gases which are complementary

to the conditions of dense room temperature Rydberg gases might explain why the

observations of [Ciocca et al., 1986; Cheret and Barbier, 1984], namely reactions

(4.14) and (4.13), could not be reproduced under the conditions of our experiment.

In reaction (4.21) this can most likely be ascribed to the high temperature of the

plasma electrons.





Chapter 5

Rydberg spectroscopy

High-resolution spectroscopy is a versatile tool for the investigation of long-range

interaction effects. For instance, such interaction effects resulted in the prediction

of long-range Rydberg molecules, which will be discussed in Section 5.1. So far

only spectroscopic evidence in terms of molecular resonances has been found. These

resonances as well as their physical origin are introduced in Subsection 5.1.3, where

also parallels to system are drawn. Section 5.2 deals with the experimental setup for

high-resolution spectroscopy, with which the investigation of such resonances will

be done. Our experimental observations will be described in Section 5.3. Another

intensively discussed consequence of long-range interactions, which can also be in-

vestigated spectroscopically, is the inhibition of excitation. Evidence for this will be

given in Section 5.4.

5.1 Rydberg molecules

Interactions between highly excited Rydberg atoms scale very rapidly with the prin-

cipal quantum number n. The principal force between identical atoms, the van der

Waals interaction, scales as n11, and can easily be the dominant force in a gas of

high-n Rydberg atoms. Recent theoretical work on long-range molecules involving

high-n Rydberg atoms has led to the prediction of two categories of bound molecules

[Greene et al., 2000; Granger et al., 2001; Hamilton et al., 2002; Boisseau et al.,

2002].

In the first category, a ground state atom is weakly bound by an attractive in-

teraction with the nearly free Rydberg electron. These molecular states, featuring

electronic wave functions of striking spatial complexity, are predicted to have resolv-

able vibrational levels and large dipole moments.

63
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The second category of molecular states, termed“macrodimers”, involves two nonover-

lapping Rydberg atoms, which solely interact via long-range potentials. Interplay

between the different terms in these potentials yield shallow potential wells at very

large internuclear distances.

This section will focus on the properties of these two different types of molecules

and will report on recent spectroscopic evidence of molecular resonances, which

supports the theoretical predictions made for “macrodimers”, before parallels to the

circumstances in our system are drawn.

5.1.1 Polar and nonpolar long-range Rydberg molecules

A stunning proposal of polar and nonpolar ultralong-range Rydberg molecules made

by [Greene et al., 2000] opened the door to a new area of research. These postulated

dimers consist of a combination of Rydberg atoms and ground state atoms [Greene

et al., 2000; Granger et al., 2001; Hamilton et al., 2002; Liu and Rost, 2006]. They

are formed in a regime where the electronic wavefunction of an excited atom spreads

all the way to a neighboring ground state atom. Consequently such molecules are of

the same size as a single Rydberg atom and much smaller than the Rydberg–Rydberg

molecules discussed in the coming subsection.

This class of molecules was predicted theoretically by evaluating Born-Oppen-

heimer pair potential curves of Rb. The analysis of the obtained potentials yielded

the conclusion that two qualitatively different classes of molecular Rydberg states

should be observable in an ultracold atomic gas. Surprisingly, they are either non-

polar or polar, depending on whether the electronic orbital angular momentum is

low (ℓ ≤ 2 for Rb) or high (ℓ > 2 for Rb) [Greene et al., 2000]:

• The Born-Oppenheimer potential curve of a molecule formed by a low -ℓ Ryd-

berg atom and a nearby ground state atom features a shallow potential well

with a depth of several 100 MHz, which oscillates as a function of the inter-

nuclear distance R. The oscillations reflect the behavior of the Rydberg elec-

tron radial wavefunction, in which consecutive maxima of the Rydberg electron

density are associated with consecutive potential curve minima.

• Rydberg molecules of the second class, arise from the coupling of a variety of

nearly degenerate high-ℓ states whose quantum defects are negligible. From

Section 1.1, we already know that Rydberg electrons in levels with large an-

gular momenta remain sufficiently separated from the core and their energies

nearly coincide with those of atomic hydrogen (see Fig 1.1 on page 8). How-
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Figure 5.1: This figure shows a cylindrical surface plot of the electronic probability

density of a bound state formed by one Rydberg atom (n = 30) and one ground state

atom. The ”trilobite-resembling” density, giving the molecule its name, corresponds

to an internuclear distance R of 1232 a0. (Picture taken from [Greene et al., 2000].)

ever the presence of a close ground state atom results in perturbed hydrogenic

potentials, which are far deeper (several 10 GHz) than those of the low-ℓ type

for comparable n. Hence many more bound vibrational states are supported

in these homonuclear potential wells. The well depth, which is still small com-

pared to typical ground state molecules, scales with n−3 [Liu and Rost, 2006].

As a consequence of the electrons being well separated from the core each per-

turbed hydrogenic state also possesses a permanent electric dipole moment.

To date this is the only known case in which a homonuclear diatomic molecule

is predicted to exhibit a permanent electric dipole moment [Khuskivadze et al.,

2002; Chibisov et al., 2002]. Molecules involving higher angular momenta have

been dubbed trilobite states on account of the impressively shaped electron

density, as the one shown in Fig. 5.1.

For the experimental preparation of such states, the atomic densities and tempera-

tures found in Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) seem to be more appropriate than

the densities of magneto-optical traps. But their formation does not exploit any of

the coherence properties of a BEC. But so far, trilobite molecules have not been

identified experimentally. And as pointed out by [Liu and Rost, 2006], there are still

open questions concerning the realizability of such molecules under current experi-

mental conditions. For example, the Rydberg electron is very likely to interact with

multiple ground state perturbers.
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5.1.2 Long-range Rydberg–Rydberg interactions and macro-

dimers

Long-range interaction potentials between highly excited atoms can provide sta-

ble long-range bound states between the atoms, which has led to the prediction of

another class of molecules [Boisseau et al., 2002]. Complementary to the circum-

stances described in the previous subsection, these so-called macrodimers consist of

two Rydberg atoms, being separated by several 10 000 a0. At such large internuclear

distances R, the potential energy between two atoms can be expanded in powers

of 1/R. For instance, two simultaneously excited Rb atoms in the same nP state,

interact in a potential which can qualitatively be described by

V (R) = −C5

R5
− C6

R6
− C8

R8
, (5.1)

with the dispersion coefficients C5 ∝ n8, C6 ∝ n11, and C8 ∝ n15. Note that

Equation 5.1 cannot be consulted for quantitative potential predictions, since the

dispersion coefficients Ci are only precisely known at the asymptote. According

to [Marinescu, 1997], the sign of the dispersion coefficients as well as the magnitude

are determined by the molecular symmetry considered. For a certain symmetry it is

possible to obtain long-range potential wells, which support up to ∼ 100 bound lev-

els. For rubidium, these potential wells can for example be formed by an attractive

long-range R−5 contribution and a repulsive short-range R−6 or R−8 contribution.

The repulsive part already overtakes the attractive part at internuclear separations

R, where the two electronic wavefunctions do not yet overlap (R > RLR
i). As a con-

sequence, both atoms, although bound, are still well separated. Fig. 5.2 illustrates

this situation. From Section 4.1.3 we know that Penning ionization can occur when

two excited atoms interact. However, if the separation between the Rydberg atoms

is larger than RLR, there is little overlap between their electronic clouds, and one

expects a suppression of the autoionization rate.

Although, just the specific case of nP + nP asymptotes of Rb has been discussed

here, the existence of these macrodimers should be general: one can expect them for

various asymptotes n1ℓ1 - n2ℓ2 and for all alkali atoms. Moreover, avoided crossings

between repulsive and attractive potential curves of the same symmetry but with

iTo provide a measure of the electron wavefunction overlap of two atoms A and B (see Fig. 5.2),

one uses the so-called Le Roy radius RLR given by RLR = 2
(√

〈α |r2|α〉 +
√

〈β |r2|β〉
)

, where
√

〈α |r2|α〉
(√

〈α |r2|α〉
)

is the rms position of the electron and α (β) denotes sets of atomic

quantum numbers {n, ℓ, j,mj} of atom A (B). If R < RLR, exchange and charge overlap interactions

become important and the qualitative description of Eq. (5.1) fails.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Bound states of Rydberg atoms may be possible if the inner re-

pulsive part of the interaction starts before the electron wavefunctions overlap. The

shaded area indicates the overlap region, confined by RLR. Here |g, g〉, |g, r〉, and

|r, r〉 represent a pair states composed of two ground state atoms, one ground state

atom and one Rydberg atom, and two Rydberg atoms, respectively. (b) Two Ryd-

berg atoms A and B form a long-range molecule, in which attractive and repulsive

forces stabilize the system at distances larger than the extension of the electronic

wavefunction. (Picture adapted from [Amthor et al., 2008].)

different asymptotes could also provide deep long-range molecular wells, in a manner

similar to the long-range wells observed in many alkali dimers.

5.1.3 Molecular resonances

What has been done?

Although such bound macrodimers have not yet been detected, molecular reso-

nances caused by Rydberg–Rydberg interactions have been observed spectroscopi-

cally [Farooqi et al., 2003], by exploiting the reduced Doppler shifts of an ultracold

sample, which allows for the acquisition of highly resolved spectra. In the exper-

iments of [Farooqi et al., 2003], two rubidium nP Rydberg atoms were excited si-

multaneously by means of a pulsed UV laser tuned to the single photon transition

(|5S〉 → |nP〉) and two categories of molecular resonances were observed:

• The energy of the first category of resonances coincides with the average energy

of the pair of states, (n- 1)D + nS. In one-photon transitions from the 5S ground

state, dipole transitions to nD and nS states are not allowed. However, at high

principal quantum numbers, long-range Rydberg–Rydberg interactions cause

ℓ-mixing so that other molecular states, besides nP + nP, become accessible.

The observed resonances are relatively close to the atomic nP resonance, which
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means that they occur at small interaction energies and thus large internuclear

separations R. In this range of R, the most important interactions are the

dipole–dipole terms, which allow the mentioned ℓ-mixing [Stanojevic et al.,

2008].

• The second type of resonances was observed at pair state energies equal to (n-

1)P + (n+ 1)P. Here, the nP - nP potential curve is intersecting with the (n- 1)P

+ (n+ 1)P potential curve at very long-range (75 000 a0 ∼ 4µm). Since there is

no dipole-coupling between nP and (n± 1)P states, the interaction responsible

for the spectroscopically observed avoided crossing must be of quadrupolar

nature [Stanojevic et al., 2006].

Even though working with rubidium, with our present setup, we would not be

able to observe the molecular resonances mentioned above. This is due to the fact

that our Rydberg excitation scheme relys on a two photon transition, which does

not allow for the direct addressing of nP states, as explained in Section 2.1. The

intermediate 5P3/2 state allows us to address either nS or nD states (see Fig. 2.1 on

page 14). With a cesium specific setup which as ours, also makes use of a two photon

transition, [Overstreet et al., 2007] found molecular resonances stemming from the

interaction of nD states. In their experiment two simultaneously excited 89D5/2 Cs

Rydberg atoms fell apart in the 88D5/2 and 90D5/2 Rydberg states. This process is

also explained by consulting pair potentials, which were calculated on a computer

cluster. The features in the pair potentials that best fits their experimental data

is explained by an avoided crossing matching to 88D5/2 + 90D5/2, which at larger R

gives rise to a flat region (see Fig. 5.3(a)). In this case, the avoided crossing is the

result of the electric dipole, quadrupole-dipole, and quadrupole interactions.

Rather than using perturbative calculations of van der Waals dispersion coeffi-

cients Ci, as mentioned at the beginning of the previous subsection, diagonalization

of the Hamiltonian in a truncated basis was carried out here, to obtain the pair

potentials depicted in Fig. 5.3 [Schwettmann et al., 2006]. The latter becomes nec-

essary when electric background fields E are present, which is the case under typical

experimental conditions. From Section 3.1 we know that the electric field will lift the

angular momentum degeneracy (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2 on page 29 and 32). There-

fore single-atom Stark eigenstates were used for matrix diagonalization. Moreover

one has to account for the fact that due to the close spacing of the energy levels

at high n, a large number of Stark states mix at internuclear distances as large as

several micrometers. That is why the two-state approximation cannot be made if a

high accuracy is desired.
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shallow potential well

Figure 5.3: Calculated Cs pair potential in the vicinity of the 89D5/2 89D5/2 pair

state [Schwettmann et al., 2006]. The M = mj,1 + mj,2 = 3 manifold is shown for

different electric background fields E . (a) shows a shallow potential well due to an

avoided crossing formed by the 88D5/2 90D5/2 and various other dipole-coupled pair

states, in an electric background field E of only 28 mV/cm. (b) displays the same

plot range but for an four-fold higher electric background field E of 120 mV/cm.

Here, a pair state fan structure formed by the hydrogen like 86h state and the 91P

state starts to “overlap” with the shallow potential wells. This again shows the

susceptibility of Rydberg states to electric fields and bears the necessity of a careful

stray field control. (Picture adapted from [Schwettmann et al., 2006].)
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Proceeding like this and using an electric filed E of 28 mV/cm, which is as-

sumed to be parallel to the internuclear separation, a shallow potential well with a

depth of ∼ 30 MHz coinciding with the 88D5/290D5/2 pair state asymptote was found

by [Schwettmann et al., 2006]. The shallow potential well extends over internuclear

distances R between ∼ 4 and ∼ 8µm (see Fig. 5.3(a)), which corresponds to typical

interatomic separations of the cold Rydberg cloud.

Recalling our experimental results depicted in the Stark map in Fig. 3.2 on page

32, we notice that high-lying Rydberg states are particularly susceptible to residual

electric fields. Since the energies add up, this becomes even more pronounced when

considering pair states. The calculations by [Schwettmann et al., 2006] shown in

Fig. 5.3 (b), visualize this in an impressive way. For a four-fold higher electric back-

ground field E (120 mV/cm), a pair state fan structure formed by the hydrogen-like

86h state and the 91P severely perturbs the potentials. When increasing the electric

background field the shape of the potential curves changes dramatically, making an

excitation of the shallow potential well impossible. This again bears the necessity

of a careful stray field control.

Expected molecular resonances in our system

To our knowledge, the latter molecular resonances have only been observed in an

ultracold cesium Rydberg gas and it is not sure whether or not these resonances

can be seen in an ultracold rubidium gas. The following two sections deal with the

search for these molecular resonances in a rubidium Rydberg gas and describe the

improvements of our experimental setup required for this search.

Fig. 5.4 depicts the excitation of pair states and qualitatively illustrates how the

excitation of a shallow potential well can be accomplished in our system. We assume

that the rubidium pair state interactions are comparable to the cesium pair state

interactions found by [Schwettmann et al., 2006]. However we could not make use of

a computer cluster to calculate pair potentials in the presence of an electric field.That

is why similar pair states are considered in Fig. 5.4. For the following discussion we

assume the 780 nm laser to be tuned to the 5P3/2 resonance. Fig. 5.4(a) shows an

excitation of the |87D5/2, 87D5/2〉 pair state. Here one 480 nm photon is needed to

excite the intermediate |5P3/2, 87D5/2〉 pair state. To close the energy gap to the

|87D5/2, 87D5/2〉 pair state, a second 480 nm photon is required, which can either

be absorbed subsequently or simultaneously. Once two |87D5/2〉 states are excited

they will interact in an attractive potential, as indicated in Fig. 5.4(a).

Other circumstances are expected for the excitation into a shallow potential
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Figure 5.4: Excitation of pair states. In (a) the 480 nm excitation laser is tuned

such that |87D5/2〉 states can be excited. One 480 nm is needed to excite the

|5P3/2, 87D5/2〉 pair state. If subsequently or simultaneously another one 480 nm

photon is available, the |87D5/2, 87D5/2〉 pair state can be addressed. As apparent

from (b) the situation changes, if the pair state |88D5/2, 86D5/2〉 shall be excited

at large internuclear distances (∆RMol ≈ 4 − 8 µm), which coincide with the shal-

low potential well. Since the |88D5/2, 86D5/2〉 asymptote is 2δMol red-detuned with

respect to the |87D5/2, 87D5/2〉 asymptote, the 480 nm laser has to be red-detuned

by an amount of slightly more than δMol to address the shallow potential well. If

just one red-detuned 480 nm photon is available, no Rydberg excitation will occur.

However, if two photons are simultaneously available the shallow potential well can

be excited. In the spectrum this gives rise to a molecular resonance situated at a

red detuning slightly bigger than δMol.
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well, whose asymptote coincides with the |88D5/2, 86D5/2〉 pair state asymptote.

Because the |88D5/2, 86D5/2〉 asymptote is 2δMol red-detuned with respect to the

|87D5/2, 87D5/2〉 asymptote, the 480 nm laser has to be red-detuned by an amount

of slightly more than δMol. Then two red-detuned 480 nm photons are needed si-

multaneously to address the shallow potential well, because in this case there is no

intermediate pair state which can be resonantly addressed. This means that we are

dealing with a two-photon transition. This has two consequences: Firstly the excita-

tion of this shallow potential well depends quadratically on the power of the 480 nm

excitation laser and secondly the excitation rate is smaller then for an one-photon

transition (see Fig. 5.4(a)). This will decrease the signal height of the molecular

resonance dramatically.

An excitation onto the molecular potential becomes evident in the spectrum as

a tiny molecular resonance situated at a red detuning slightly bigger than δMol. The

concrete example shown in Fig. 5.4(b) also gives a hint how δMol can be calculated.

For this case, let us assume to take the |87D5/2,mj = 3/2〉 state as a frequency

reference. This particular state was chosen because its energy is “immune” against

moderate electric stray field fluctuations (see Fig. 3.2 on page 32). Then an ap-

proximation for δMol is obtained, by computing the average of the difference of the

|87D5/2, 87D5/2〉 pair state and the |88Dj, 86Dj〉 pair states at zero electric field.

In a similar way, values for other high-lying (n = 82 - 90) Rydberg states were

obtained. They are listed in Table 5.1. Concluding the results of Table 5.1 one

realizes that for the considered cases a red-detuning of the 480 nm laserii ranging

between δMol ∼−160 MHz and δMol ∼−250 MHz is necessary, to possibly excite

molecular resonances in the spectrum. As explained in Subsection 5.2.3 this will

have consequences to the 480 nm excitation setup.

Besides the two-photon criterion there is an other circumstance, which further

decreases the signal height of the molecular resonance. In the envisaged spectro-

scopic analysis, two atoms have to be excited simultaneously at a distance ∆RMol ≈
4 − 8µm, which coincides with the shallow potential well (see Fig. 5.4(b)). That

is why only a small ensemble of atom pairs is to be considered, which inherently

leads to a small signal. The latter will require adjustments of the so far described

experimental setup. The improvement of our setup with regard to high-resolution

spectroscopy will be the topic of the next section.

ii tuned to the |5S1/2〉 → |nD5/2〉 transition
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red detunings δMol [MHz] of the 480 nm laser for the excitation of

n |(n + 1)D5/2, (n − 1)D5/2〉 |(n + 1)D3/2, (n − 1)D5/2〉 |(n + 1)D3/2, (n − 1)D3/2〉

82 -234 -245 -254

83 -221 -232 -241

84 -212 -221 -230

85 -201 -210 -219

86 -193 -202 -210

87 -183 -192 -200

88 -175 -183 -191

89 -167 -175 -183

90 -161 -169 -176

Table 5.1: Calculation of δMol by considering various pair state asymptotes in the

absence of an electric field. The first column lists the principle quantum number

n of the |nD5/2, mj = 3/2〉 reference. The following columns specify red-detunings

δMol of the 480 nm laser at which a molecular potential well coinciding with the

|(n + 1)Dj , (n − 1)Dj〉 pair state asymptotes is likely to be excited.

5.2 Adjustment of our setup to high-resolution

spectroscopy

When looking for new and less obvious spectroscopic features, one has to rely on a

highly sensitive apparatus. As described at the end of the previous section count

rates of “molecular events” are expected to be roughly 50 times smaller than count

rates for “atomic events”. This requires a careful adjustment of the experimental

setup to high-resolution spectroscopy, with narrow bandwidth lasers. Estimations

of the linewidths of our excitation lasers are commented in Subsection 5.2.1. A

sensitivity test of our apparatus including the detectability of strongly suppressed

signals and single ion events is discussed in Subsection 5.2.2. Frequency admixtures,

which give rise to objectionable excitations and misinterpretations are bypassed with

an elegant extension of our setup for the second excitation step. This is illustrated

in Subsection 5.2.3.

5.2.1 Linewidth estimations of our excitation lasers

One crucial requirement of high-resolution spectroscopy is the use of narrow band-

width lasers. The total bandwidth of our excitation is a convolution of both the
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linewidth of REX, covering the first excitation step and the linewidth of the 480 nm

laser bridging the gap to the Rydberg states (see Fig. 2.1 on page 14). To provide

a rough estimation of the total excitation bandwidth, we looked for the narrowest

resolvable features in an 89D Rydberg spectrum. This serves as an upper boundary

of the total excitation bandwidth. To guarantee the detectability of narrow spectral

linewidths the intermediate 5P3/2
iii state was bypassed, making use of a laser de-

tuning of δREX = 300 MHz. In this manner the admixture from the leaky 5P3/2 state

is kept at a minimum. In order to suppress atom–light interactions which could for

example broaden the spectral lines due to ionization processes [Tanner et al., 2008],

the excitation time was kept as low as 500 ns. This however implies a trade-off be-

cause a decreased excitation time results in an increased Fourier width. In our case

the Fourier width amounts to 0.31 MHz, which will dictate the lower boundary of

the total excitation bandwidth. Other line broadening effects which entail linewiths

broader than the Fourier width are interaction-induced broadening (see Section 5.4)

and broadening due to electric field inhomogeneities (see page 33 in Section 3.1), to

mention only a few.

Fig. 5.5 shows a highly resolved AOM scan over the 89D Rydberg line. The

narrowest resolvable feature can be addressed to the
∣
∣89D3/2,mj = 1/2

〉
state. This

is not surprising: Revisiting Fig. 3.2 on page 32 again, we see that
∣
∣D3/2,mj = 1/2

〉

and
∣
∣D5/2,mj = 3/2

〉
are relatively well “shielded” against electric field fluctuations.

A multiple-peak Lorentzian fit to the experimental data yielded a linewidth of the
∣
∣89D3/2,mj = 1/2

〉
line of 1.57 MHz. But caution is advised when claiming this

as the narrowest resolvable feature, because a smaller linewidth is obtained when

the system drifts against the scanning direction. To rule out this possibility, eleven

measurements were taken. The mean of the eleven fit results then amounts to total

spectral linewith of (1.89 ± 0.24) MHz, which serves as an upper boundary of the

laser bandwidth.

5.2.2 Sensitivity test of our apparatus

In the envisaged measurements, the signal of the“molecular events” is expected to be

roughly 50 times smaller than the atomic signals. For this reason a highly sensitive

operational mode has to be realized, which is described in the following.

iiiThe 5P3/2 has a lifetime of 26.24 ns corresponding to a natural linewidth of

γ =2π · 6.065(9) MHz [Steck, 2001].
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Figure 5.5: The graph shows a highly resolved AOM scan with a scan range of

∼ 86 MHz of the 89D Rydberg line. Both the angular momentum and the magnetic

quantum numbers are labeled. The excitation laser powers were PREX = 5.1mW

and P480 = 39 mW. The high excitation power PREX used in the first excitation step

was necessary, because of a detuning from the intermediate 5P3/2 state of δREX =

300 MHz. This inherently yields spectra with narrow linewidths, since in this case

the admixture from the leaky 5P3/2 state is suppressed. For instance the multiple-

peak Lorentzian fit shown in red yielded a linewidth as low as 1.57MHz of the

89D3/2(mj = 1/2) state. This is ∼ 5 times wider than the Fourier width (0.31MHz)

of the 500 ns excitation pulse.
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Detection of strongly suppressed signals

To verify the capability to detect strongly suppressed signals with our apparatus,

we made use of an otherwise unwanted phenomenon, namely the appearance of very

weak sidebands in the laser frequency. In our case 20 MHz sidebands are imprinted

into the laser frequency of the 480 nm laser, which is due to a 20 MHz modulation

M of the master laser current. In our case this modulation was used to lock the

second excitation laser to the ultrastable cavity and to the frequency doubling unit

(see Fig. 5.8 on page 80) by means of the Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique

[Drever et al., 1983; Black, 2001]. Inside the frequency doubling cavity these already

weak sidebands are further suppressed. This is due to the fact that the length of

the doubling cavity is stabilized to the master laser frequency ΩL but not to the

modulated frequencies ΩL ± M. Evaluating the Fourier transform of the squared

oscillation amplitude of the laseriv E2
L , one realizes that higher harmonics (i.e. ΩL±

2M) are negligible.

In our case, laser light of the modulated frequencies (i.e. ΩL±M) of course also

excites Rydberg atoms, but which a dramatically lower rate. That is why two tiny

copies of the“principal”spectrum should be visible with a sensitive detector. Excited

by the ΩL −M contribution, the first copy appears M = 20 MHz red-detuned with

respect to the “principal” spectrum. Analogously the second copy arising from an

excitation with ΩL+M appears 20 MHz blue-detuned with respect to the“principal”

spectrum. This in fact can be seen in Fig. 5.6, where two highly resolved spectra

of the 80D Rydberg line are shown for two different sensitivities. In Fig. 5.6 (a),

one can see that the transition in the ”principal” spectrum already saturates for the

applied experimental parameters. This becomes apparent by the mismatch between

the multiple-peak Lorentzian fit, shown in red, and the experimental data at the

80D5/2-linewings. Excitation saturation will be discussed in Section 5.4 in more

detail. Fig. 5.6 (b) shows the same spectrum but for a four-fold higher sensitivity. In

this case the ”principal” spectrum is truncated, but the two“sideband-copies”appear

to the red and the blue side of the ”principal” spectrum. Just the red 80D3/2-copy

and the blue 80D5/2-copy are visible. The red 80D5/2-copy and the blue 80D3/2-copy,

indicated by the thin red and blue lines are concealed under the ”principal”spectrum.

The satellite peaks can serve as tool to investigate saturation effects as they can be

ivOne has to evaluate the Fourier transform of the squared oscillation amplitude E2
L because of

the nonlinear polarization P = ǫ0
{
χ(1)EL + χ(2)E2

L + χ(3)E3
L + · · ·

}
, which is responsible for the

second harmonic generation (SHG). Even though the sidebands are imprinted before entering the

SHG unit, the leading modulation terms are ΩL ±M rather than ΩL ± 2M.
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Figure 5.6: Sensitivity test using sideband satellites. This figure shows 85 MHz

scans over the 80D line with different detection sensitivities. The applied laser

powers were PREX =34µW and P480 = 71 mW. The excitation time was 1µs. An

electric stray field at the position of the cloud of Ecloud =46 mV/cm did not allow

for the resolution of all magnetic substates. The thick red and blue curves represent

multiple-peak Lorentzian fits to the experimental data. Obtained peak positions

are indicated with frame ticks at the top of each diagram. (a) shows the ”principal”

spectrum taken at normal sensitivity. The chosen parameters already saturate the

transition, which is evident by the mismatch between the fit and the experimental

data at the 80D5/2-linewings. (b) displays the same spectrum but for a four-fold

increased sensitivity. In this case the ”principal” spectrum is truncated, but satellite

peaks appear to the red (80D3/2-copy) and the blue (80D5/2-copy) side of the ”prin-

cipal” spectrum due to excitation with modulated frequencies ΩL−M and ΩL +M.

The vertical dashed lines mark the peak positions of both spectra. The postulated

sideband offset indicated by the gray double arrows is in good qualitative agreement

to the indicated peak separation.
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Figure 5.7: Single ion detection. (a) To realize the detection of single ion events

the MCP output is amplified with two amplifiers and a homebuilt amplifying pulse

discriminator. A gate realized by a delay generator, which just sizes desired pulses.

The combined TTL output pulses of the discriminator and the delay generator are

converted to NIM pulses before they are finally counted. (b) shows a detected single

ion event.

directly compared to the already saturated ”principal” peaks under exactly the same

experimental conditions. Comparing the peak heights of Fig. 5.6 (a) and Fig. 5.6 (b),

one realizes that the satellite peak heights are between 16 and 33 times smaller than

the peak heights of the ”principal” spectrum. This however is an underestimation,

since the peaks are already saturated.

Detection of single ion events

In order to further improve the sensitivity of our apparatus, counting electronics

were incorporated into our setup. A schematic of the extended detection electronics

is depicted in Fig. 5.7(a). Single ions hitting the front facet of the Chevron-MCP are

converted into bunches of electrons, when entering one of the micro channels of the

MCP. This gives rise to a current pulse, which is amplified by two amplifiers (Ortec

VT 120 and Mini-Circuits ZFL-500-LN) connected in series (see Fig. 5.7(b)).

To extract single pulses, a homebuilt fast and highly sensitive pulse discriminator,

which houses a third amplifier, is implemented into the circuit. This allows us to

detect ns-pulses with mV-pulse heights. A delay generator fed by a trigger pulse

realizes a gate. The latter guarantees the fact that exclusively the desired pulses

(i.e. pulses which trace back molecular events) are counted, when the TTL pulses

of the delay generator output and the discriminator output are combined.
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5.2.3 A new setup for the second excitation step

Recalling the values from Table 5.1 on page 73 we expect the molecular resonances to

appear red-detuned from the |nD5/2,mj = 3/2〉 reference. The red-detunings range

from δMol ∼ −160 MHz to δMol ∼ −250 MHz, dependent on the investigated pair

state. However, once the 480 nm laser is locked, a scanning range of ∼ 200 MHz is

feasible. This means that we would loose the frequency calibration when looking for

features that are more than 200 MHz red-detuned from the reference. That is why

we implemented an additional frequency-switching element to offset the frequency

range by 200 MHz while keeping the laser in the lock. In principle this strategy is

pursuable with the setup introduced in Fig. 2.2(b) on page 16. In this case one would

use AOM A to record the |nD5/2,mj = 3/2〉 reference spectrum and subsequently

would use AOM B to scan for molecular resonances. But it turned out that this

setup is not suitable for our purposes. The reason is the high sensitivity of our

apparatus achieved by the methods explained in the previous subsection.

The ability to detect single ion events also tightens the criteria for the frequency

purity of the excitation. This means that unwanted frequency admixtures, which

give rise to objectionable excitations and misinterpretations have to be eliminated.

Due to their functionality, acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) which are often used

for fast light pulse switching, can be understood as a ”discrete polychromatic”source,

with spatially separated modes. A laser beam of frequency ΩL, which penetrates

the AOM crystal experiences Bragg diffraction at a periodic refractive index grating

generated by a rf-frequency f fed to the AOM crystal. Bragg diffraction then leads

to higher diffraction orders such as ΩL±f or ΩL±2f , producing a ”discrete polychro-

matic” AOM output. In our case all but one AOM diffraction order are unwanted.

However, some of these unwanted photons can eventually find their way into the vac-

uum chamber, where they can excite Rydberg atoms, which we do in fact see. This

case gives rise to a signal in the spectrum at a detuning from the |nD5/2,mj = 3/2〉
reference of ±f or ±2f . If now the AOM frequency f roughly coincides with δMol,

which for the calculated δMol-values could very well be, a misinterpretation of the

spectrum can easily happen.

Fortunately this case can be circumvented when switching the excitation pulses

with a Pockels cell. A Pockels cell is a device consisting of a (nonlinear) electro-

optic crystal through which a light beam can propagate. The phase in the crystal

can be modulated by applying a variable voltage. By this, the Pockels cell acts as

a voltage-controlled waveplate, which of course also allows for a phase change of π.

If the Pockels cell is then placed between two crossed polarizers, an optical switch
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Figure 5.8: Extension of the 480 nm excitation setup with regard to high-resolution

spectroscopy. A flippable halfwave plate (labeled by x) can be used to conduct the

laser light into the ”AOM-branch”. AOM A mounted in the double-pass configura-

tion imprints a frequency shift of ∆Ω = +2f resulting in a laser ΩL + 2f , which

is used to record the |nD5/2, mj = 3/2〉 reference. The laser light penetrates the

Pockels cell, if both flippable elements (labeled by x and y) are taken out of the

optical path. Laser light leaving the Pockels cell has the frequency ΩL, and is taken

to search for molecular resonances.

can be realized. Since in this case no diffraction is involved, unwanted frequency

admixtures can be eliminated.

Hence replacing AOM B in Fig. 2.2(b) on page 16 by the Pockels cell (see

Fig. 5.8), guarantees for ”pure” excitation light, which disallows misinterpretations

due to objectionable excitations. AOM A is then mounted in a double-pass configu-

ration [Donley et al., 2005] to realize a frequency difference ∆Ω = +2f . Laser light

which passes AOM A twice has the frequency ΩL + 2f and can be taken to record

the |nD5/2,mj = 3/2〉 reference spectrumv . To address the ”AOM-branch” a second

halfwave plate mounted on a flippable mount can be flipped into the optical path

(see Fig. 5.8). The second halfwave plate has rotated the laser polarization such that

laser light leaving AOM A after retro reflection from RM cannot enter the Pockels

cell. The laser light from the ”AOM-branch” is finally coupled into a polarization

maintaining single mode fiber by means of a mirror, which is also mounted on a

flippable mount. If both the flippable halfwave plate and the flippable mirror are

vHere slight frequency admixtures can be tolerated, because we are only interested in the

|nD5/2,mj = 3/2〉 reference line.
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removed from the optical path, the laser only penetrates the Pockels cell, without

passing the AOM. The light leaving the Pockels cell is not shifted in frequency.

Hence the laser light from the ”Pockels branch” is red-detuned with respect to the

”AOM-branch” by an amount of −2f and has the frequency ΩL, which allows to

look for molecular resonances as described above.

5.3 Search for interaction-induced molecular res-

onances

Pursuing the experimental strategies introduced in the previous section, we searched

for molecular resonances in the vicinity of the (atomic) 87D Rydberg line. To do so,

REX was tuned to the 5P3/2 resonance (i.e. δREX = 0 MHz), in order to benefit from

a maximum excitation rate. Frequency scans were taken by sweeping the frequency

of the 480 nm laser light, either from the ”AOM branch”or from the ”Pockels branch”.

For the measurements discussed in this section the electric field at the position of

the cloud was determined to be Ecloud = 43 mV/cm.

At first, a reference spectrum as shown in Fig. 5.9 (a) was taken. In this case

480 nm light for the second excitation step was provided by the ”AOM branch”.

200 ns excitation pulses and excitation laser powers of PREX = 25µW and P480 =

18.9 mW were enough to saturate the transition, which becomes apparent by the

deviation of the multiple-peak Lorentzian fit from the experimental data.

In order to scan the frequency range in which we expect the molecular resonances

to be found (see Table 5.1 on page 73), we used 480 nm excitation light provided by

the ”Pockels branch”, which was ∆Ω =−200 MHz red-detuned with respect to the

light emerging from the ”AOM branch”. In this operational mode 10µs excitation

pulses and excitation laser powers of PREX = 25µW as well as P480 = 52.8 mW were

used. Moreover the sensitivity of the detector was increased four-fold. To reduce

the signal to noise ratio, 21 spectra were averaged after corrections for the system’s

frequency driftvi . This frequency drift was monitored over the measurement duration

of 131 minutes. Within this time period, the acquisition of |87D5/2,mj = 3/2〉
reference spectra was repeated at regular time intervals, to evaluate the systematic

time drift of the system. Plotting the line positions of each reference spectra versus

time suggested a time drift of (−27± 5) kHz/min. When averaging the spectra

we carefully checked each spectrum to be free of mavericks which would give rise to

viThe frequency drift predominantly arises from room temperature drifts, which themselves have

an influence on the length of the reference cavity.
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Figure 5.9: Investigation of molecular resonances with high-resolution spectra. All

spectra displayed in this figure are calibrated with respect to |87D5/2, mj = 3/2〉 line

shown in the reference spectrum (a). Comparing the linewings of the AOM scan

with the multiple-peak Lorentzian fit plotted in red, one sees that the transition

is saturated. (b) shows an averaged spectrum of the same frequency range as (a)

but red shifted in frequency about ∆Ω=−200 MHz. To obtain this Spectrum, 21

scans taken with the “Pockels branch” where averaged after having been corrected

for the system’s frequency drift of (−27± 5) kHz/min. (c) depicts the gray shaded

frequency range of (b). From an optimistic point of view the peaks in the vicinity of

the expected resonance positions of δMol = −192 MHz and δMol = −183 MHz, (see

Table 5.1) could be assigned to |88D3/2, 86D5/2〉 and |88D5/2, 86D5/2〉, respectively.
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artifacts in the averaged spectrum. An averaged spectrum can be seen in Fig. 5.9 (b).

In the frequency range from −160 MHz to −140 MHz, a striking fact is visible: With

the improvements of our setup, we have achieved such a sensitivity that we can see

the Lorentzian tail of the atomic 87D Rydberg line. But even with a sensitivity this

high, spectroscopic evidence for molecular resonances is not clear to state. From

Table 5.1 on page 73 we would expect up to three molecular resonances with a red-

detuning from the reference ranging from δMol = −183 MHz over δMol = −192 MHz

to δMol = −200 MHz. This frequency range is shaded in gray in Fig. 5.9 (b) and

magnified in Fig. 5.9 (c). The peak structures around −195 MHz and −180 MHz

could possibly be assigned the molecular resonances belonging to |88D3/2, 86D5/2〉
and |88D5/2, 86D5/2〉, respectively. However, this cannot serve for a clear evidence

that the molecular resonances, which have been observed in cesium by [Overstreet

et al., 2007], are also visible in an ultra cold rubidium Rydberg gas. After careful

spectral analysis in the vicinity of the 87D Rydberg line, a multiplicity of other

spectra ranging from 89D to 71D were taken with the same scanning technique. All

spectra yielded no clear evidence that this type of molecular resonances also appears

in an ultracold rubidium Rydberg gas.

Discussion

There is a variety of reasons why the appearance of molecular resonances in an ul-

tracold rubidium Rydberg gas could be suppressed. From Section 1.1 we know that

quantum defects depend on the atomic species. Besides the quantum defect, the

atomic mass is an input parameter in each potential curve calculation, which inher-

ently accounts for differences between potential curves of different atomic species.

For rubidium it could be the case that the range of internuclear separations ∆RMol

(see Fig. 5.4 on page 71) over which a molecular resonance is maintained is not wide

enough. This could mean that the number of atom pairs which can be excited is

not large enough to result in a peak in the spectrum. It could also be the fact that

∆RMol extends over shorter internuclear distances which would require atomic densi-

ties that are higher than currently available in our system. Moreover [Schwettmann

et al., 2006] noted that the potential wells formed by avoided crossings in cesium are

at least two orders of magnitude deeper than those found by considering the disper-

sion coefficients for rubidium [Boisseau et al., 2002]. This possibly means that for

rubidium these potential wells are so shallow that they do not differ much from the

pair state asymptote, which could further suppresses the formation of a molecular

resonances. From the Cs potential curves shown in Fig. 5.3 on page 69 we know
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that the potentials are highly tunable with small E fields [Schwettmann et al., 2006].

Under our experimental conditions the electric field at the position of the cloud was

determined to be Ecloud = 43 mV/cm, which is ∼50% higher than the field used in

the experiments by [Overstreet et al., 2007]. It could be the fact that in our case

this electric field is already too high to allow an observation of molecular resonances.

An accurate calculation of the corresponding potentials in rubidium in the presence

of an electric field could clarify many of these issues.

5.4 Density-dependent Rydberg line scans

By varying the density of Rydberg atoms in a controlled way, the influence of inter-

actions on the strength and the width of spectral lines can be examined in detail.

Signatures of ultralong-range interactions become evident as spectral broadening of

the excitation lines and saturation of the resonance peak height, where the latter

can be assessed to blockade effects [Singer et al., 2004].

To investigate such effects the previously discussed high-resolution spectroscopy

techniques are ideally suited. The density of Rydberg atoms can be controlled by

varying the population in the
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
launch state by switching off the re-

pumping laser before the cooling lasers. The variation of the time delay between

these two switching operations results in different
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
ground state den-

sities. This is measured by recording the fluorescence of the closed
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
	

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 3
〉

transition with a photodiode, as explained on page 61 in Section 4.2.4.

To study interaction effects between Rydberg atoms, excitation spectra of the

89D state were recorded for eleven different ground state densities n ranging from

from 7×109 cm−3 to 0.2×109 cm−3 (for the determination of the peak density n, see

Appendix A). Here the Rydberg gas was prepared with 200 ns excitation pulses

and excitation laser powers of PREX = 19.7µW and P480 = 39 mW. Moreover REX

was tuned to the 5P3/2 resonance (i.e. δREX = 0 MHz), to guarantee a good excita-

tion efficiency. Moreover we carefully checked that no ions are present during the

excitation which could cause unwanted perturbations due to their electric fields.

Fig. 5.10(a) depicts the obtained density-dependent line scans. There appears

a seemingly density-dependent redshift when comparing the peak positions of each

measurement. This could be a physical effect which results from an interaction-

induced redshift of 89D pair states (compare Fig. 5.4(a) on page 71). But since this

redshift is as big as ∼10 MHz (from the lowest to the highest density), we suspect

that the strongest contribution to this observation is due to a reddrift of our system.
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Figure 5.10: Density-dependent 89D line scans. (a) shows excitation spectra

recorded for eleven different ground state densities n ranging from from 7×109 cm−3

to 0.2×109 cm−3. Indication for a suppression of excitation can be seen in (b), where

a deviation from linearity sets in at ground state densities higher then 4×109 cm−3.

In this figure relative peak heights are plotted versus the ground state density (dot

color coding: peak 1 ≡ orange, peak 2 ≡ red, peak 3 ≡ green, peak 4 ≡ blue, peak

5 ≡ purple). With the same color coding (c) shows the dependency of linewidth

on the ground state density. Increasing (density-dependent) interaction effects are

reflected in increasing linewidths.
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Another effect which definitely can be ascribed to Rydberg–Rydberg interactions

can be seen when carefully analyzing the density dependence of the relative resonance

peak height. Such an analysis is depicted in Fig. 5.10(b). To extract the resonance

peak heights for each of the five peaksvii at each density, a multiple-peak Lorentzian

function was fitted to the data. The relative resonance peak height is finally obtained

by dividing each peak height through the peak height of its strongest counterpart. In

Fig. 5.10(b) we see that the peak heights of all 5 peaks scale linearly for low ground

state densities. In the high-density regime, however, the increase of the peak height

scales less than linear with the ground state density. Moreover all five peaks show the

same saturation behavior. This allows the conclusion that the observed saturation

is not caused by a saturation of the MCP detection. Otherwise the small peaks

(i.e. peak 1 and peak 3) would still show a linear dependency on the ground state

density, while the other peaks would already saturate. Therefore we attribute the

suppression of the Rydberg excitation to interatomic interactions which gives a hint

to the possible onset of a blockade caused by long-range van der Waals interactions,

which are the dominating interactions for high-lying Rydberg states.

The suppression of excitation on resonance is accompanied by line broadening

effects, as shown in Fig. 5.10(c). These line broadenings can be assigned to level shifts

of Rydberg states induced by the mentioned long-range van der Waals interactions

of Rydberg atom pairs. A detailed model of the line shapes, however would require

a more precise knowledge of the involved interaction potentials.

In favor of clarity no error bars were plotted in Fig. 5.10(b) and (c). A detailed

analysis yielded analytic errors in the peak height of ∼2.5% and analytic errors in

the peak height of ∼4.2%. The higher error of the linewidths is not surprising,

because in this superposition of 5 Lorentzian peaks the fit is more susceptible to the

linewidth than to the peak height.

viiThe leftmost peak is assigned “peak 1” and the rightmost is assigned “peak 5”.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and perspectives

6.1 Conclusion

The exposure of Rydberg physics to laser cooling techniques has opened a new re-

search field. For the first time it was possible to investigate frozen systems with

controllable, strong interactions and negligible thermal motion. Such strongly inter-

acting gases provide an ideal starting point for the investigation of a broad range of

different physical aspects, which are now studied for more then a decade. Some of

these fascinating aspects were the topic of this thesis.

Spectroscopy is a versatile tool to study the exaggerated properties of ultracold

Rydberg gases. Starting with Rydberg spectra, which covered a frequency range

as wide as several GHz, this thesis demonstrated fundamental aspects of the Ryd-

berg level structure. Decreasing the frequency range the pronounced Stark effect

of highly excited alkali atoms was studied in detail. Both of these characteristic

phenomena were underpinned with theoretical predictions. In the course of this

thesis more sophisticated spectroscopy techniques were developed and the degree

of precision and sensitivity was constantly increased. This major improvement of

the existing setup was done in order to pursue the challenging search for molecular

resonances arising from the interaction of highly excited nD pair states, which were

thought to reveal resonances at energies corresponding to excited (n + 1)D + (n− 1)D

atom pairs. However, despite careful considerations and a multiplicity of accurate

measurements, no clear evidence for the occurrence of these particular interaction-

induced resonances in an ultracold rubidium gas could be found. The achieved

degree of spectroscopic precision was then used to investigate the influence of long-

range interaction effects on the excitation efficiency of strongly interacting Rydberg

states. Exploiting a gradual increase of the ground state density to intensify the

87
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Rydberg–Rydberg interaction, we observed an inhibition of excitation, which was

accompanied with line broadening effects.

Ionization effects represented another emphasis of this thesis. Direct photoioniza-

tion of an ultracold Rydberg sample allowed the successful creation of an ultracold

plasma. Moreover it was demonstrated experimentally that this unique state of

matter can also be formed via autoionization of an attractively interacting Rydberg

gas. With these investigations we gained insight and expertise in the formation of

ultracold plasmas which is a research field we did not work on so far. The under-

standing of these fundamental processes served as a starting point for the critical

analysis of the possible formation of anions in an ultracold Rydberg gas. Our sys-

tematic examination started with simple theoretical estimations of anion formation

in the low temperature regime and time of flight simulations of charged particles

inside our Rydberg detector. This was accompanied by new insight into the pecu-

liarities of our detector. With experiments, we first investigated if anion formation

is possible in an ultracold gas consisting of a plasma and a Rydberg gas. Afterwards

two different anion formation processes in ultracold Rydberg gases were analyzed

experimentally. All experiments led to the conclusion that negative ions cannot be

created in ultracold Rydberg gases.

6.2 Perspectives

6.2.1 Formation of macrodimers

Our search for interaction-induced molecular resonances in the previous chapter can

be regarded as a precursor experiment for a research proposal, which is dedicated

to the systematic creation and investigation of macrodimers.

In Sections 5.1.3 and 5.3 we learned that for small detunings from the atomic res-

onance the interesting molecular signal can be hidden in a large atomic background,

which makes the detection of molecular resonances a challenging task. This obstacle

can be circumvented by reducing the atomic background signal in an elegant ap-

proach that takes advantage of the simultaneous trapping of both rubidium isotopes

(85Rb and 87Rb). The two isotopes, which are ejected from our rubidium dispenser

at the same time, have different ground state hyperfine splittings. Hence, when using

an additional 85Rb-specific excitation setup (which is currently being incorporated in

our laboratory), one can distinguish between the two isotopes during a simultaneous

excitation. Moreover their different masses allow for a separation during detection,

when applying the time-of-flight methods, developed in Section 4.2.2. At the same
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Figure 6.1: Excitation of macrodimers in two different regimes. Macrodimers

have their inner turning point outside the Le Roy radius RLR, consequently the

Rydberg atoms bound in macrodimer states cannot collide. For weakly bound

states (indicated by β) this results in a suppressed Penning ionization rate. Deeply

bound states (indicated by α) can be directly resolved spectroscopically (qualitative

calculations adapted from [Boisseau et al., 2002]).

time highly excited electronic states are insensitive to the isotope shifts. That is why

Rydberg states and Rydberg–Rydberg interactions are identical for both isotopes.

This allows a first excitation of one isotope (resonant with the atomic transition).

Subsequently a second excitation (resonant for interacting atoms) can be performed

for the other isotope. By exclusively detecting the second isotope, one would at-

tain information about the interaction potentials since the second excitation pulse

is detuned from the atomic transition and thus directly yields the desired molecu-

lar signal. At the same time a suppression of the atomic background of the first

excitation would be realized, which results in an almost background-free signal.

The scheme with two subsequent excitation pulses should allow the direct exci-

tation of deeply bound vibrational macrodimer states (see α in Fig. 6.1). Here, a

spectroscopic resolution of the lowest vibrational states should be possible. For the

detection of weakly bound states (see β in Fig. 6.1), which do not allow this spec-

troscopic macrodimer detection anymore, a different verification can be pursued: As

pointed out in Subsection 5.1.2 a characteristic property of macrodimer states is

that they have an inner turning point outside the Le Roy radius RLR. This means
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that the two atoms feel a repulsive interaction potential before an actual collision,

i.e. before the electronic wavefunctions overlap. This means that macrodimer states

are more stable against Penning ionization than atoms excited on an attractive po-

tential with no inner turning point. Therefore one might be able to identify weakly

bound (non-resolvable) macrodimer states by studying the ionization dynamics.

6.2.2 Resonant energy transfer in a structured frozen Ryd-

berg gas

Ultracold Rydberg atoms, exhibiting long-range interactions, that can be controlled

in both strength and character. Although not mentioned in this thesis, a frozen

Rydberg gas represents a unique model system for interdisciplinary research goals,

namely to mimic chemical, and biological processes.

One process omnipresent in nature is the so-called resonant energy transfer

(RET). When a large amount of rovibronic levels or damping by a solvent leads

to a broadening of absorption and fluorescence lines so that absorption and fluores-

cence spectra of two molecules overlap, excitation energy can be transferred from

one molecule to the other in a radiation-less, so-called ”Förster” energy transfer

(FRET) [Förster, 1948]. Photosynthesis, which is one of the most central processes

in nature, is based on the same principle. It is well known that in purple photo-

synthetic bacteria (see Fig. 6.2 (a)) so-called light-harvesting complexes (LH1 and

LH2) function as light absorbing systems, which transfer the quantized excitation

energy to a reaction center (RC), where the excitation energy is stored and converted

Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP), the chemical energy source. To date the amazing

conversion efficiency of more than 95% that nature achieves in these light-harvesting

complexes [Fleming and Scholes, 2004] is not understood in detail. In recent years it

has become apparent that a complex interplay of coherent and incoherent transport

as well as the spatial overlap of some involved molecules is important for photosyn-

thesis [Meier et al., 1997; Lippitz et al., 2004].

In contrast to large molecular systems, cold atoms may allow a different approach

to study the importance and influence of coherence in RET processes over larger

structures. Such a larger structure could for instance be realized when using micro-

optical elements to generate a chain of equally spaced dipole traps (see Fig. 6.2 (b)

and [Dumke et al., 2002; Birkl, 2005]). Each cloud would contain a single Rydberg

excitation when exploiting a (total) dipole blockadei . This creates a chain of isolated

iThe dipole blockade is a suppression of excitation due to interaction-induced line-shifts. Similar

to the effect observed in Section 5.4. In a total blockade all but one excitations are prohibited.
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Figure 6.2: Ultracold Rydberg atoms as a model system for photosynthetic energy

transport. (a) shows a sketch of the photosynthetic unit of a purple photosynthetic

bacterium. Here light is absorbed by means of so-called LH2 light-harvesting com-

plexes. The excitation energy is transfered to the LH1 light-harvesting complex be-

fore it is stored in the reaction center (RC) (Picture adapted from [Köhler, 2001]).

(b) depicts a model system of (a), making use of a chain of dipole traps which con-

fine coherently coupled Rydberg atoms. In this simple approach the dipole traps

represent the light-harvesting complexes and a specially prepared dipole trap at the

end of the chain mimics the reaction center. (c) illustrates how the rich internal

structure of Rydberg atoms can be exploited to study the coherence properties of

resonant energy transfer. Well defined two-level systems, forming regular sites, are

realized with low angular momentum states, while a trap site can be realized by

exploiting the degeneracy of high angular momentum states.
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nodes along which one could study exciton transport. The rich internal structure of

Rydberg atoms provides both decoupled two-level subsystems, which in a simplified

picture could represent the light-harvesting complexes (LH1 and LH2), and ”trap

states”which could mimic the reaction center (RC). Moreover the pronounced Stark

shift (see Section 3.1) allows to selectively address single sites in a chain when

an electric field gradient is applied. At the same time, experimentally accessible

temperatures in dipole traps, which are below 1µK ensure that the thermal motion

is negligible. Hence the node separation and the dipole mediated coherent coupling

between the nodes does not change significantly during one experimental cycle.

A two-level system can be realized by a transition between energetically iso-

lated states, e.g., nS ⇋ nP (see Fig. 6.2 (c)). Low -angular-momentum states are

chosen here, because they exhibit a large quantum defect (see Section 1.1). Using

such two-level systems, a number of experiments have revealed the coherent charac-

ter of resonant energy transport [Westermann et al., 2006; Afrousheh et al., 2006;

Mudrich et al., 2005; Anderson et al., 2002]. By contrast to low -ℓ states, their high-ℓ

counterparts (ℓ ≥ 3) have no quantum defect and are degenerate (see Fig. 1.1 on

page 8). This allows the construction of an ”exciton trap” with the transitions n′D

⇋ n′′F
rf→ n′′ℓ (ℓ ≥ 3). Here, the first transition is a dipole transition, which ensures

the coupling to neighboring nodes, while the second transition, driven by a radio-

frequency (rf) field, represents the ”excitation trap”and decouples this site from the

energy transfer, as the large degeneracy of the high-ℓ states ensures an efficient sup-

pression of the back-coupling to the n′′F state [Mülken et al., 2007; Reetz-Lamour

et al., 2007].

In an experiment the central nodes would be prepared in S states and the ”trap

nodes” in D states. A single S node is swapped to P through a microwave transition

in an electric field gradient which makes the resonance S → P position sensitive.

This is equivalent to exciting a single exciton. The energy transport is started by

removing the field gradient, making the transition energy the same for all nodes.
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Absorption imaging

Because optical observation allows for the extraction of important parameters like

the kinetic temperature, the peak density or the atom number of an ultracold atom

cloud, imaging techniques are a powerful tool for ultracold atom physics. For this

reason a huge variety of imaging techniques has been developed and investigated.

They can be divided in three groups: fluorescence imaging [Serre et al., 1998], non-

destructive imaging techniques such as diffraction contrast imaging [Turner, 2004;

Turner et al., 2005; Hofmann, 2005; Sheludko et al., 2008] or spatial heterodyne

imaging [Kadlecek et al., 2001] and destructive absorption imaging [Ketterle et al.,

1999; Simien et al., 2004; Reinaudi et al., 2007].

With our experimental setup we can perform absorption imaging, which we use

to determine the temperature and the peak density of our cold atom sample, the

source from which we excite Rydberg atoms.

Cold atoms in general show conventional optical behavior: They absorb and

phase-shift light passing through them. This can be described by Beer’s absorption

law

I(ω, z) = I0(ω) · exp

{

−
∫

α(ω, z)dz

}

, (A.1)

where we assume an electromagnetic wave of frequency ω and intensity I0 that prop-

agates in z-direction. Here α(ω, z) is the frequency dependent absorption coefficient

α(ω, z) = n(x, y, z) · σabs(ω), (A.2)

with the density distribution of the atom cloud n(x, y, z) and the cross-section

σabs(ω) at a given frequency (the resonant cross-section for the closed transition
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
	

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 3
〉

of 87Rb is 2.9 × 10−9 cm2 [Steck, 2001]). With this
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Eq. A.1 becomes

I(x, y) = I0(x, y) · exp

{

−σabs(ω)

∫

n(x, y, z)dz

}

. (A.3)

Assuming a Gaussian density distribution

n(x, y, z) = n0 exp

{

−
(
x2

2ρ2
x

+
y2

2ρ2
y

+
z2

2ρ2
z

)}

(A.4)

for the atom cloud, Eq. A.3 becomes

I = I0(x, y) · exp

[

−n0 ·
√

2π · σabs(ω) · ρz · exp

{

−
(
x2

2ρ2
x

+
y2

2ρ2
y

)}]

. (A.5)

An integration of (A.5) over the imaging direction z adapts the equation to the fact

that a two-dimensional absorption image (spanned by the x- and y-direction) will

be taken. Here ρx, ρy and ρz are the 1/e radii of the cloud in the three directions

in space and n0 denotes the peak density of the cloud. I0(x, y) is the intensity

distribution of the absorption beam, which also can be assumed to be Gaussian.

With this in mind, Eq.A.5 can be rewritten

ln
I

I0
= −n0 ·

√
2π · σabs(ω) · ρz · exp

{

−
(
x2

2ρ2
x

+
y2

2ρ2
y

)}

. (A.6)

For absorption beam powers beyond the saturation intensity Isat (Isat = 1.67 mW/cm2

for the closed transition
∣
∣5S1/2, F = 2

〉
	

∣
∣5P3/2, F

′ = 3
〉

of 87Rb [Steck, 2001]) σabs

has to be modified, because optical pumping has to be taken into account [Reinaudi

et al., 2007]. The experimental implementation suggests the acquisition of three

different pictures:

• absorption image: Absorption beam turned on, to image the atomic cloud

(acquisition of I).

• division picture: Absorption beam turned on but without any atoms in the

trap (magnetic field turned off) to obtain I0.

• background picture: Absorption beam blocked. This picture is subtracted

from the upper two, to obtain a background-free picture.

Eq. A.6 is the fundamental equation of absorption imaging. The left hand side

of Eq. A.6 can be determined by the acquisition of the three mentioned types of

absorption images. From these one can extract the 1/e radii ρ of the cloud. Then

Eq. A.6 delivers the peak density n0 of the cloud.
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Figure A.1: Absorption image of our MOT.

A.1 Determination of the cloud peak density

To determine the groundstate atom peak density, a sequence of nine two-dimensional

(x, y) absorption pictures was taken after a ballistic expansion time of ∆t= 1.5 ms.

In order to extract the peak density n0, the two-dimensional absorption pictures were

integrated in the x- and y-direction. In both cases this yielded Gaussian distributions

(with y and x as free parameter, respectively) which then were processed with a

Mathematicar fitting-routine based on Eq. A.6. Herewith peak densities n0,x in

x-direction and n0,y in y-direction were obtained. Finally these two densities were

averaged to obtain the peak density n0 of each picture. Averaging over all peak

densities extracted from the nine images of the sequence, we obtained a peak density

of n0 = (6.6 ± 0.8)× 109 cm−3 and a total atom number of Ntot = (1.4 ± 0.9)× 107.

An example of such an absorption picture is shown in Fig. A.1.

A.2 Ballistic expansion thermometry

The temperature of the atomic cloud can be measured by observing the thermal

expansion of the sample after release from the MOT [Vorozcovs et al., 2005]. Theo-

retically, the 1/e-radius ρ(t) of the ballistically expanding cloud follows the relation

ρ(t) =

√

ρ2
0 +

kBTMOT

mRb

∆t2 (A.7)
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Figure A.2: Ballistic expansion thermometry of our ultracold atom cloud. A

nonlinear regression to the data points yields a temperature of TMOT = 67µK (i.e.

approximately half of the Doppler-Temperature TD) and an initial 1/e-cloud-radius

of ρ0 = 985µm. The detuning of the cooling beams δMOT was 26 MHz≈ 4.3Γ

and the total cooling power PTA was 120 mW. The power of the imaging beam

Pimaging was 50 µW/cm2, the strobe duration was 400µs and the camera exposure

time was 10 ms. Each data point is the average of 8 TOF measurements at a

given time ∆t. The depicted error bar is the standard deviation of the averaged

1/e-cloud-radius. The 1/e-cloud-radii were fitted online after the acquisition of each

absorption picture sequence. Therefore a LabView fitting routine was implemented

(for details concerning this software, see [Giese, 2006]).

with the Boltzmann constant kB and mRb the mass of 87Rb. To measure the tem-

perature of the atomic cloud TMOT , we recorded the cloud radius ρ(t) as a function

of free-expansion time ∆t. After turning off the cooling beam and the magnetic

trapping field the absorption beam was strobed for an exposure time of 400µs fol-

lowing a variable time delay ∆t. The cloud was allowed to equilibrate for 6 s before

each measurement was carried out. A temperature measurement of our atom cloud,

which yielded a temperature TMOT of 67µK can be seen in Fig. A.2.
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